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LOCAL TERMINOLOGIES 

Local Terms Meaning 

Add’e 
The first construction phase of the Dorze traditional house 

constructions 

Alkasha The construction materials of the Gerese houses 

Aqal Nomadic hut /Somali portable huts 

Arish  CGI sheets roofs of Harari 

Assa  Human being  

Assa Bagga Fathom  

Baacca  Curved knife  

Bar’ee The construction materials of the Gerese 

Banga dalla straw 

Beexxe cutting and splitting tool                                 

Bereha  Desertic 

Birraxxe  Fingers  

Bitta Basse Site preparation/clearance 

Bonne  Belge  

Bubbuxe Cubit/half of hand  

Chikka   Mud, the mixture of earth, teff straw and water  

Choche  The firing places of Gamo highland houses 

Corcorobet   Corrugated iron sheet house/hut 

Daga Tropical weather 

Dere Communities  

Dhigo  Structure of the hut may have from three to seven arched branches  

Farre The fourth phases of the Dorze traditional house constructions 

Gabbaad Uncovered veranda of Nomadic Somali house 

Garrichcho  large grass field  

Gatta/Buxxa The roof covering construction materials of grass thatch 

Gegar  Harari houses 

Girca Gerese Natural construction material  
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Godda  The vertical elements of wall structures 

Goshsha bitta Farmland  

Gootama Keeththa  Gootama traditional houses 

Gustte/ Gulilat Decorated pot the roof top point of zuffa  

Herra Village/compound  

Hossippun Warra Eight cubits   

Immatta Aqqo Guest house 

Kalitha/ Kaltta  Cutting tools. The splitting bamboo construction tools 

Karre  Compound entrance grass field  

Karra The supporting posts in the Gerese houses 

Kawo The sacrificed for the well-being of the dere as a whole 

Keeththa  The houses of Gamo Highland communities/deres 

Khosh Family compounds  

Kola  Cool weather 

Kummeththa Assa  Yard  

Kushshe  Palm  

Lool  Somali round or elliptical hut  

Mahabara The group of Peoples working together for their common goods 

Mala The person worked as tanners and the formal citizens of Gamo. 

Mallo Split bamboo construction material of Gerese  

March’o  The currency of ancient Gamo Highland communities 

Mashsha     Knife  

Mes’a   Main house 

Mishira  The new married couples 

Miththa Wood   

Mizza/Mehhe Aqo Livestock of Gerese houses 

Mundal  Agro-pastoralist chikka houses of Somali  

Nam’uu agina Two months  

Oyiddu Warra Four cubits  

Oyiddu saminta  Four weeks  
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Oyide  The traditional seating furniture  

Pannigge Door  

Poshsho Natural construction material of Gerese and split bamboo 

Qadda The bamboo’s stem produces leaf-like Wight roof covering 

Qarrixxa dirrissa The bamboo woven fence 

Qise The second phases of the Dorze traditional house constructions 

Qolli’a   Sleeping areas  

Qoshshe The third phases of the Dorze traditional house constructions 

Qoyixa   The ramming tools in the Dorze traditional house constructions 

Qurrixo The internal partition wall of bamboo weaving 

Sagha  Thinner eucalyptus elements 

Sarbet Grass hut 

Shid’a 
A bench runs along with the central partition of the house and 

small puff-like seats 

Shisho mitta 
collection, preparation, and transportations of the construction 

materials 

Shiraac  waterproof plastic sheets of Somali house 

Shuli Round houses  

Taago The systematic vertical supporting systems of central posts 

Taago Vertical supporting posts 

Takarro  Span  

Tamma Qolli’a  Kitchen in Boreda house 

Tamma Soo  Kitchen in Gerese house 

Tammanne 

Nami’u Warra 
Twelve cubits  

Tango  Face/step span 

Teff  The common cereal in Ethiopian highlands 

Thooho  Foot  

Tossa Zarpha  The mountains of bridge which separates Abaya and Chamo lakes  
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Ts’oile 
The land digging instruments for agricultural purposes using the 

two-pronged hoe 

Ts’omma) 
The person worked as potters and using skins of animals for 

clothing, seating and sleeping purposes 

Tstsonththa  Weevils  

Tukul Round houses  

Tuqqe The inclined vertical posts used to additional supporting systems 

Urra Kitchen/fireplace of Dorze house 

Ussuppun Warra Six cubits  

Ussuppun agina  Six months  

Uuththa/ Ensete False banana  

Warra  Cubit  

Wiena Dega/ Gezze Subtropical weather, The temperate climatic conditions 

Wogas 
The traditional laws used to administer Gamo communities or 

deres 

Worch  Afro-alpine areas above 3,200m 

Wulasso  Living and dining-houses of the Gerese houses  

Wuwe 
The upper part of the house and this is living, eating and sleeping 

areas 

Wuyige Living and dining 

Xoylle Digging tools for excavation 

Yellaga Keeththa Youngman house  

Kuysa  Termites  

Zadalo  Livestock standing posts.  

Zandidde  The weavings of the roof structure from the top to bottom 

Zed’e 
The lower part of the house and where the livestock cattle living 

areas 

Zono 
The house at the front welcoming entrance area like a porch inside 

waiting space 

Zuffa  Central post of Goththoma keeththa 
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GENERAL NOTES 

• According to the Ethiopian naming systems, the first names are given in the citation 

of the text; while first. names followed by father’s name are given in the references. 

• All calendar is given based on the Gregorian calendar (EC). 

• Some sketches and drawings are not scaled so use dimensions indicated. 

• All pictures, maps, sketches, graphs, and tables are taken/done by the researcher. 

• A local name keeththa has equivalent meaning to a house or a dwelling. 

• Local name dere has equivalent meaning to a community.  
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ABSTRACT 

Gamo highland is one of the areas where traditional architecture practiced abundantly. 

However, now differently constructed houses clearly shown and gradually disappearing. 

Therefore, it is inspiring to study the loss and their current conditions. The purpose of the 

study was to documenting and conserving the disappearing of the typical Gamo highland 

Keeththas of; compound pattern, construction materials and techniques, indigenous design 

ideas, and architectural functions and space organizations.  To achieve the objectives, 

conventional means (direct observation, recording photo and video, direct measurement, 

and drawing and sketching) and communication methods (interviews, questionnaires and 

group discussion) were used. All collected data sets have been analyzed descriptively and 

presented in pictures, tables, drawings, sketches, and maps. The result shows that the 

highland people live in scattered settlements and organized into many diverse deres. The 

settlements site also under the controls of the Gamo highland traditional laws called 

wogas. The houses are located in a compound within a compound and surrounded by false 

banana(uuththa) and bamboo(woyisha). Gamo highland keeththa typologies are; Yarra, 

Karra, Gothoma(zuffa) and Boreda. The houses have been made from 

split(woyisha/woyirra) woven like an upside-down basket and then thatched with roof 

covering materials called qadda/gatta. The Gamo highland keeththa ideas generated from 

copying of nature. The study recommends that to conserve in the social and cultural life of 

the society, special attention has to be given for vernacular houses(keeththa) and for its 

materials. 

 

Keywords: Conserving, Documenting, Disappearing, Keeththas, Deres, Woyisha
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

According to Oliver, (1997) The term vernacular is derived from the Latin word 

vernaculus, meaning “domestic, native, indigenous”. Oliver (2003), defines; house not 

professionally designed. They are “buildings of the people, by the people but not for the 

people” and “accommodating the values, economies, and ways of life of the cultures that 

produce them”. Vernacular architecture is a “native science of building”, the types of 

building made by people in tribal, folk, peasant and popular societies where an architect is 

not employed (Oliver, 2006).  Maria, (2017) described the Vernacular architecture has been 

growing over time with continuities, changes, and adaptations to the social and economic 

conditions in response to actual needs with the available means of every place. At the same 

time, some discontinuities can be observed. But recently the pieces of knowledge are at 

high risks of vanishing. Continuities in vernacular architecture are closely related to space, 

time and materiality and involve structural, typological, functional and social issues with 

multiple readings and interpretations.   

 

Conservation according to Karakul, (2007); is ‘management of change’. English dictionary 

reveals that ‘to resist changes to prevent damages and destructions, to repair and restore 

the existing objects, sites, and artifacts and to prolong their lives’. Feilden, (2003) 

concludes that any action taken to avoid an asset or group of assets from decaying, 

deterioration, obsolescence, fading away, or destruction is referred to as conservation. 

Umar, (2018) “conservation of vernacular architecture is one of the significant processes 

of sustaining vernacular houses in promoting the national identity and continuity of 

cultural properties”. According to Umar, (2018) the conservations in vernacular 

architecture are documenting indigenous knowledge of construction techniques, material, 

living culture and way of sustaining the houses. The building documentation is a process 

of recording, categorizing and dissemination of information, through both graphics and 

written mediums.  
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Jon, (2017) a registered architect who became passionate about documenting vernacular 

architecture in Africa and now developing a database that includes images from 31 

countries. African vernacular architecture is disappearing throughout the continent. As a 

major component of any given country’s culture, there is a new need to document the 

structures to ensure they do not get lost with history. Archi daily, (2015) describes African 

vernacular architecture is a unique component of a country’s culture and also the most 

visual of those cultural components and convey a unique image. This is called “genius 

loci,” the “spirit of a place”. In this case, architecture is derived from local customs that 

have been passed from generation to generation. But in most (if not all) African countries 

is disappearing, being abandoned for western materials and techniques. The studies of 

Joseph and Adamson, (2009) shows in Africa continent vernacular architecture recently 

vanishing away from the continents and ‘described the existing traditional design 

approaches were replaced rather than adapting. Thus, the local architectural forms, that 

have been responding to the cultural and physical needs of the people for years seems to 

be neglected.’ 

 

Ethiopian vernacular architecture which is decreasing steadily because of vernacular 

houses has not been studied and documented. According to Gebremedhin, (1971) the 

ancient book of vernacular housing in Ethiopia can be shallowly classified into four 

categories depending on wall types: Timber structure with earth and fibers filling (chikka), 

Load-bearing stone masonry walls with earthen mortar, Bamboo and thatch walls and 

Wood and mats huts from nomads. A number of studies have argues on the disappearing 

of vernacular architecture recently as the result of internal and external forces which 

conducted in Ethiopian by; Seid, (2013) on the Transformation of vernacular house, 

compound and settlement of Gurage, Ethiopia; Mehari, (2017) on the Vernacular 

Architecture of Argobba, Ethiopia: The Case of Shonke Amba; Teku, (2017) On the 

Characteristics and Transformation of Gurage House and Settlement; Transformation of 

Konso vernacular houses, by Garedew, (2015)  and also some foreign Scholars of Enrique, 

(2018), done on the Detailed shelter response profile; Ethiopia; Local Building Cultures 

for sustainable and resilient habitats.  

http://www.africanvernaculararchitecture.com/
https://theculturetrip.com/africa/
http://www.archdaily.com/africa/
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According to Habte, (2013) who studied on the Gamo Society Vernacular House 

Typologies and Their Science, and described the Gamo highland keeththas are 

disappearing recently, because the beginning of modernization, traditional life and cultural 

changes, which creates a weak connection to vernacular house. Most recent house design 

across the area have been built with imported materials and techniques custom-made to 

satisfy the modernity self-ego and aspirations. Thus, vernacular architecture ought not to 

be abandoned and forgotten. In this areas, vernacular architecture practiced abundantly but, 

now differently constructed houses clearly shown in recently built houses and some kind 

of changes are going on and gradually disappearing. However, this rich vernacular 

architecture has not been documented. So, it is motivating to study the formation of the 

typical Gamo highlands vernacular architecture and their current conditions for the 

conservation and preservation of the houses before totally disappeared. Also, the research 

can be used as a main source of information of Gamo’s highland deres keeththa which can 

contribute to housing development in the country. 

 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

According to Oliver (2003) and Rapoport (2006), 90 to 98 percent of the world’s total 

building stock is considered to be vernacular architecture. But now the vernacular 

architectures around the world are disappearing, “Due to the homogenization of culture 

and global socio-economic transformation, vernacular structures all around the world are 

facing serious problems of obsolescence and integration” (Venice, 1999). In Ethiopian, 

there are about more than 81 nation, nationalities, and peoples. Out of these nations, 

nationalities about 80% lives in rural areas (CSA, 2007). In these areas, there are diverse 

rich cultural practices and the indigenous knowledge sources of vernacular houses 

construction and indigenous knowledges sources all around the country are not well 

documented and studied. As a result, the typical vernacular architecture and indigenous 

knowledge sources are now disappearing from the country. 
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Similarly, in the Gamo areas, vernacular architecture has practiced abundantly in rural 

areas, particularly in selected areas of Gamo highland deres of Dorze, (Hayzo village), 

Gerese, (Durbe village) and Boreda, (Demba Chilli’ashe village). But now the vernacular 

houses are gradually disappearing from these areas, due to decaying of materials, age-old 

of houses, transformations, climatic changes and so on...  Some of a few locally owned 

houses in existence are hardly in their original conditions. Most houses especially those 

owned by the local residents in highland deres, gradually transforming from a common 

prototype to accommodate the recent modern houses. The rare houses in existence are 

hardly in their original condition. 

 

 

 Furthermost, houses particularly those owned by the local residents, progressively 

transforming from a typical traditional house style to recent modern corrugated iron sheet 

roofing house, sun and fire dried brick wall and HCB cement wall and cement screed floor 

mesh architectural styles. So new construction materials, new construction techniques, 

different special organizations, new built forms, and other architectural features have 

developed in the highland areas recently (Habte, 2013). Furthermore, the new developed 

architectural styles of houses are not feasible with the Gamo highland areas of climatic 

conditions, topographical sites, socio-cultures, way of lifestyle and behaviors of the areas 

and society.  

 

 

While these changes are great problems in protecting and extending the life of vernacular 

houses and uncontrolled changes can have adverse effects on the preservation and 

conservation of Gamo highland vernacular house. Therefore, this study focuses on the 

documenting and conserving the disappearing of typical vernacular architecture of Gamo 

highland communities (Dorze Hayo, Gerese Durbe and Boreda Demba Chilliashe). The 

documentation helps for conservation and preservation of vernacular architecture of; 

compound pattern, construction methods and materials, forms and spatial organization of 

functional spaces of Gamo highland typical vernacular houses (keeththas), which are 

recently disappearing and which was existed before 50 years in the highland areas.  
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1.3 Objectives of the Study 

General Objective; 

The main objective of the study was to documenting and conserving the disappearing of 

typical Gamo highlands (Keeththa) vernacular architecture. To achieve the purposes of 

general objective of the study there were five specific objectives. 

 

Specific Objectives; 

1. To explore the compound pattern and houses.  

2. To identify the natural materials used for typical vernacular houses. 

3. To investigate traditional construction techniques of vernacular houses. 

4. To investigate indigenous house design concepts and ideas. 

5. To identify architectural functions and spatial organizations strategies of typical 

vernacular houses. 

 

 

1.4 Research Questions 

Main question; 

How to document and conserve the disappearing of typical Gamo highlands (Keeththa) 

vernacular architecture? 

 

Specific questions; 

1. What are the compound patterns and houses?  

2. What are the different construction materials used for typical vernacular houses? 

3. What are the construction techniques used to build typical vernacular houses? 

4. What are the indigenous house design concept and ideas?  

5. What are forms and spatial organizations of strategies of typical vernacular houses? 
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1.5 Scope  

The Gamo highland, where the unique architecture is found abundantly and the study 

focused on the representative indigenous architecture, which was built before 50 years ago. 

The study used to document and conserve all the process of the vernacular architecture 

from sitting to finishing phases of keeththa’s; compound pattern and houses, construction 

materials and techniques, house design ideas, spatial organization and function. To justify 

the research results the study was extending its study in the three purposively selected 

Gamo highland areas on Dorze, Gerese and Boreda on the typical vernacular houses.  

 

 

1.6 Limitations 

The thesis work conducted about one year in the study areas of Gamo highland deres, but 

the study must take nearly about two and above years documenting the change of the Gamo 

highland keeththas and the study uncovered some parts of highland areas, due to difficulties 

to accesses study areas and a short time to get to understand the people’s culture can be 

considered a major limitation of this study. And also, lack of adequate reference materials; 

lack of previously conducted research works on the vernacular houses; difficulty 

infrequently accessing the study areas; scarcity of adequate finance, communication gap, 

distance of the site and availability of services, such as; transportation, pension and daily 

intake of foods and drinking, because the study areas are rural and suburban parts.  

 

 

1.7 Significance 

The study helps to increase the understanding of Gamo highland vernacular houses of; 

compound pattern, construction techniques and material usage and spatial organizations, 

design, and functions. More, the primary significance of this study used to introduce the 

Gamo highland vernacular architecture to the general public, investors, other researchers, 

and governmental and non-governmental organizations. The study also desired to act as an 

assistant for various institutions and responsible stakeholders to formulate appropriate 
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policies and prepare them with informed knowledge necessary in their decision-making 

processes. In addition, it intended to be useful in crafting a well-thought-out documentation 

and conservation proposal material, which will serve as archival resource and baseline 

documentation for future conservation measures.  

 

Further, it used to lead to the formulation of guidelines, principles of knowledge that can 

be applied in the delivery of solutions to all vernacular houses, which are vanishing from 

our country Ethiopia and used for the whole world that have traits of total disappearance. 

Finally, this document is desired to help provide academicians and professionals with 

insights and knowledge regarding the construction materials, methods, and form, spatial 

organizations of the houses. Moreover, it will be a foundation for other scholars and 

researchers interested in conducting similar studies on the many vernacular architectures 

around the Gamo communities and the surrounding areas.  As a result, the study will be 

used as a base reference for further study in the future.  

 

 

1.8 Organization  

This thesis describes all about the documenting and conserving of Gamo highland 

communities’ vernacular houses and comprises seven chapters. The first chapter of this 

study is the introduction of the research and contains; -background of studies, problem 

statement, objectives, research questions, significance scope, limitation of the study and its 

organization. The second chapter contains; the review of related literature of theoretical 

review of vernacular architecture, and contextual review on Ethiopia, SNNPR, Gamo and 

Gamo highland vernacular architecture. And the third chapter about the research 

methodology and contains; description of the study area, data Collection, conventional 

method, research approach and design, Selection of study area, documentation method and 

structure of documentations.  
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The Fourth chapter which about the analysis of the all collected raw data which 

incorporates the three case study areas of Gamo highland deres by using document 

analysis, software and expert judgments on the study areas of Dorze, Gerese and Boreda 

typical vernacular architecture. And contains; compound pattern and houses, natural 

construction materials used for typical vernacular houses, construction techniques, 

indigenous house design concepts and ideas, architectural functions and spatial 

organizations strategies of typical vernacular houses. The fifth chapter contains results of 

Gamo highland typical vernacular architecture of the interpreted data of analysis. 

 

The sixth chapter discuss of the current result conditions of the Gamo highland deres 

keeththas, characteristics, factors for disappearance of keeththa, consequences of 

disappearance, disappearance process, defects and preferable solutions which are adapted 

in the Gamo highland communities keeththas. The last chapter, which is the seventh, deal 

with the conclusion and recommendations of the study based on the result of the research 

and the general review of the literature. Finally, references, appendices, and other 

necessary write-ups are annexed at the end of the paper and such as; survey questioners, 

structural interview questions and template formats of building elements.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Vernacular Architecture Definition, Theory, and Concept  

The term Vernacular is derived from the Latin word vernaculus, meaning "domestic, 

native, indigenous” (Oliver, 1997). The vernacular architecture according to Oliver (2003), 

House not professionally designed. They are “buildings of the people, by the people but 

not for the people” and “accommodating the values, economies, and ways of life of the 

cultures that produce them”. Vernacular architecture is a “native science of building”, the 

types of building made by people in tribal, folk, peasant and popular societies where an 

architect or a specialist designer is not employed (Oliver, 2006 );  vernacular architecture 

evolved from centuries of experience of a people living under different climatic conditions 

worldwide. It involves design and construction techniques using locally available resources 

based on the environmental, cultural and historical background of people (Oliver, 1997; 

Oliver, 1983 as cited by Danja, 2017).  

 

According to Maria, (2017) the vernacular architecture has been growing over time with 

continuities, changes, transformations, and adaptations to the different social and economic 

conditions of each period in response to actual needs with the available means of every 

place. At the same time, some discontinuities can be observed in its path. Continuities in 

vernacular architecture are closely related to space, time and materiality and include 

structural, typological, functional and social issues with multiple readings and 

interpretations. According to Rudofsky (1964) “...a building designed by an amateur, 

without any training in design; the individual will have been guided by a series of 

conventions built up in his locality, paying little attention to what may be fashionable. The 

function of the building would be the dominant factor, aesthetic considerations, though 

present to some small degree, being quite minimal. Local materials would be 

predominantly used and other materials being chosen and imported quite exceptionally.”  
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Vernacular architecture is a term used to categorize methods of construction which use 

locally available resources and traditions to address local needs. And tends to evolve over 

time to reflect the environmental, cultural and historical context in which it exists. It is an 

indigenous architecture with a specific time or place (not imported or copied from 

elsewhere). Also, refers to those buildings made by common builders in an informal way, 

rather than by architects using design methodologies. Only 10 percent of the buildings in 

which we live or work are designed by architects, and a huge 90 percent of the world's 

architecture is vernacular. Danja, (2017) concluded that vernacular architecture as “a 

building structure or a constructed shelter of a group of people according to their ethnicity, culture, 

tradition, belief, and environment which is constrained by their climate and locally available 

materials and also an architectural style that is designed based on local needs, availability of 

materials and reflecting local traditions.”  

 

 

Many studies define vernacular architecture in many different ways such as; the ‘idea and 

technology’ of a particular group’s manner of constructing shelter under the conditions of 

scarcity of materials and operative constructional techniques (Porphyrios, 2006); it is a true 

reflection of how generality of people want to build, and is depictive of lifestyle they are 

comfortable with. In its articulation, it is a product of age-old building traditions of a local, 

combined with selectively borrowed practices and features of other cultures the group has 

interacted with (Osasona, 1992.); and defined as architecture that is the outcome of an 

anonymous design period, and objective environmental surrounding that a society forms 

for itself (Kagan, 2008); also known as local or regional architecture is defined as the 

unconscious “realization” and “embodiment” of the culture of the society with the 

requirements of the people in nature (Glassie, 1990); Encyclopedia of vernacular architecture 

argued that; “vernacular architecture, given the insights it gives into the issue of environmental 

adaptation, will be necessary for the future to ensure sustainability in both cultural and economic 

terms beyond the short term”. And also: “...comprising the dwellings and all other buildings of the 

people. Related to their environmental contexts and available resources they are customarily 

owned- or community built, utilizing traditional technologies. All forms of vernacular architecture 

are built to meet specific needs, accommodating the values, economies, and ways of life of the 

cultures that produce them…” (Oliver, 1997).  
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Jon Sojkowski is a registered architect with a passion for African vernacular architecture. 

He was provided the opportunity to document the vernacular architecture in the entire 

country and defines Africa vernacular architecture as; “Vernacular refers to an architecture 

that incorporates indigenous designs and materials. Though architectural styles are quite diverse 

across the African continent, they all share a similar aesthetic and utilization of certain key local 

materials, such as mud, stones, thatch, reeds, bamboo, and palm leaves. People use construction 

techniques that have been passed down from generation to generation, and the architecture is 

sustainable, working in conjunction with the seasons.” In addition to his African vernacular 

architecture database, his research can be seen on his websites of Zambia, Malawi, 

and Swaziland vernacular architecture and also shows disappearing throughout the 

continent. As a major component of any given country’s culture, there is a new need to 

document these structures to ensure they do not get lost with history. Architect Jon 

Sojkowski has launched a database to collect the images and highlights the cultural 

imperative of African vernacular architecture (Jon, 2017). 

 

Archi daily, (2015) describes that Africa vernacular architecture is a unique component of 

a country’s culture and also the most visual cultural components; for example, the pyramids 

in Egypt, 11 Rock-hewn Lalibela churches and Axum obelisk in Ethiopia, all convey a 

unique image. This is called “genius loci,” the “spirit of a place”. It is derived from local 

customs that have been passed from generation to generation. But in most it is 

disappearing, being abandoned for western materials and techniques. The main reasons are 

the negative perceptions and also Western styles are seen as correct, modern, permanent, 

and for the affluent, is viewed as substandard, outdated, temporary, or for the poor. These 

views are not only the ones of Western societies but more in Africa as well, because of the 

lack of information available, that shows that the architecture is relevant, diverse and 

beautiful. It is also, has been a topic both under-documented and, unfortunately, ignored 

for far too long. Whether this is due to difficulties in obtaining funding or just apathy, the 

fact remains that very little data can be found. There need to be awareness, not 

misconceptions, which leads to appreciation, and when the value is placed on vernacular 

structures, perhaps these myths will change. The time for documentation is now before this 

part of the culture is gone forever. 

http://www.africavernaculararchitecture.com/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=archdaily.com
http://www.africavernaculararchitecture.com/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=archdaily.com
http://www.zambiaarchitecture.com/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=archdaily.com
http://www.malawiarchitecture.com/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=archdaily.com
http://www.swazilandarchitecture.com/?utm_medium=website&utm_source=archdaily.com
http://www.archdaily.com/tag/egypt/
https://www.archdaily.com/tag/africa
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2.2 Characteristics of Vernacular Architecture 

The lists on the characteristics depend on Oliver’s identification and devised a total of eight 

components that characterize vernacular architecture. The eight components begin by 

characterizing vernacular architecture as the practice of building for and by the people 

(Oliver, 2006 ).  These components address the questions of ‘who’, ‘what’, and ‘how’ as 

they relate to vernacular demonstrations. 

 

a) Customs, Building “Know-How” and Transmission; Oliver (1997) contends that: 

Every building exists in an environmental context, whether it is situated in different 

environmental conditions by the carrying capacity of the land to support a given 

population, the economy of a culture affects the choice of site. These bearing vernacular 

houses are made from local natural materials and techniques. 

 

b) House buildings; The second component clarifies what types of buildings are studied 

in vernacular architectural studies and answer the questions what types of houses, spaces, 

and forms of the houses. House and household-related structures (e.g. storage or workshop 

facilities) are the focus of vernacular evaluations (Rapoport, 1969).  

 

c) Owner-Builder-Occupier; The third component centers on who does the building. The 

builders of vernacular architecture are usually members of the household/community who 

use the structures and therefore are categorized as owner-builder-occupier (Oliver, 1997).  

 

d) Functional, not Artistic; The fourth component of vernacular architecture is for the 

functional purpose primarily. Therefore, it represents the built environment as described as 

the “lack of theoretical or aesthetic pretensions; working with the site and micro-climate; and 

respect for other people and their houses and hence for the total environment” (Rapoport, 1969). 

 

e) Permanence; Vernacular architecture can be either permanent or semi-permanent. 

Examples of the latter include yurts and other forms associated with migratory groups. 

However, most houses of permanent constructions are considered (Blier, 2006 ; Moore, 

2012 ). 
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f) Flexible to Change and Modification; When only permanent constructions are 

considered, modifications and additions can be better examined. Due to vernacular 

architecture not following to a formal, rigid script of how to build, as usually the case with 

“higher styles”, it has the ability to incorporate and accept changes and additions to 

architectural forms. Variation from the final or formal norm is perceived as threatening and 

destroying of “high-style” designs (Rapoport, 1969). 

 

g) Factors Impacting Form; This component critical to identifying vernacular architecture 

is the set of factors that impact building design are; climate, ecological resources, and 

topography for occupation and subsistence practices; nature and availability of building 

materials; and distance to nearest relatives, organization centers, or other social relations; 

settlement size; and construction methods and formations of buildings (particularly scale 

and elaboration of architectural forms); concepts and uses of space; as well as, available 

technological innovations may all be affected by the natural setting.  

 

h) Cultural Expression; The vernacular architecture is expressing the cultural and social 

activities and practices of the peoples, because the cultural customs and traditions are the 

primary influence regarding building form outcomes, they serve as the “direct expression 

of changing values, images, perceptions, and ways of life, as well as of certain 

constancies” (Rapoport, 1969). 

 

2.3 Conservation of Vernacular Architecture  

The term ‘conservation’ and ‘preservation’ are used sometimes interchangeably and 

sometimes differently. Scholars define conservation as; Karakul, (2007) defines; 

conservation is ‘management of change’. English dictionary reveals that ‘to resist changes 

to prevent damages and destructions, to repair and restore the existing objects, sites, and 

artifacts and to prolong their lives’. Feilden, (2003) concludes that any action taken to 

avoid an asset or group of assets from decaying, deterioration, obsolescence, fading away, 

or destruction is referred to as conservation (Chapagain, n.d.). Equally, Kolo, (2015) also 

notes that all actions and processes of restoring and safeguarding work of architecture, art, 

archaeology, and artifacts from historic times is simply referred to as conservation. 
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According to Umar, (2018) “conservation of vernacular architecture is one of the significant 

processes of sustaining vernacular houses in promoting the national identity and continuity of 

cultural properties for every country. Therefore, deserved to be preserved and conserved through 

sustainability, to have a successful delivery of the past to the future generation of knowledge, skills, 

and techniques”. Building methods have recently been the subject of safeguarding as 

intangible aspects, specifically traditional craftsmanship, especially after the promulgation 

of the UNESCO 2003 Convention. Although early studies for the legal protection of 

elements of intangible aspects, including crafts, started in 1954 in Japan, and in 1962 in 

Korea, and helped to disseminate the subject all over the world (Jokilehto, 1999). The 

emergence of the Venice Charter and the world heritage convention were outcomes of an 

international movement. These movements had their basis on conventional histography 

which had documented architectural history through selected monumental architectures 

representing significance instances of geo-political chronology. However, Bernard Rudolf 

sky’s exhibition and publication of “Architecture without Architects” (1964), along with 

other works like Sibyl Moholy-Nagy’s “Native Genius in anonymous Architecture” (1957) 

was also bringing in a new sensation and awareness about non-monumental and ordinary 

buildings and settlements (Mortada, 2013).  

 

Studies for the conservation of historic environments have evolved from the conservation 

of only physical properties to an inclusive conservation approach concerning cultural 

properties. Conservation practices within historic environments mainly focus on the 

discussions on preserving and continuing “cultural identity”. In this respect, besides 

tangible cultural properties, intangible values embodied within the components of built 

environments, their identification, analysis, and conservation also gain importance 

(Karakul, 2011). The current conservation practice relies on drawings and photographs as 

primary tools for effective conservation. This reduces the focus of conservation to physical 

objects. Such a preoccupation is useful if we are dealing with visually significant objects, 

and this kind of recording becomes essential evidence if we want to establish ownership. 

In the case of objects which have to be inhabited, such as buildings and neighborhoods, the 

value of such recording is limited. The evidence is useful only if we consider these devoid 

of the life processes for which these were built (Ganju, 2016).  
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Venice Charter, (1999) states that “Vernacular is the traditional and natural way by which 

communities house themselves. It is a continuing process including necessary changes and 

continues adaptation as a response to social and environmental constraints. The survival of this 

tradition is threatened worldwide by the forces can be met is a fundamental problem that must be 

addressed by communities and also by governments, planners, architects, conservationist and by a 

multidisciplinary group of specialists”. In these initial articles stating ‘general issues’, the 

character appropriately recognizes the ‘manner of building shared by the community’ and 

‘traditional expertise in design and construction which is transmitted informally.’ It states 

that “government and responsible authorities must recognize the right of all communities to 

maintain their living traditions, to protect these through all available legislative, administrative 

and financial means” However, “principles of conservation”, the characteristics that responsibility 

of conservation lies in the ‘expert community’, “the conservation of the built vernacular legacy 

must be carried out by multidisciplinary expertise while recognizing the evitability of change and 

development, and the need to respect the community’s established cultural identity”. 

 

2.4 Conservation Significance of vernacular architecture  

1) Historic Values; According to the ICOMOS, (1964), in Venice charter, Italy, traditional 

architectural houses embrace messages of generations of people from the past that still 

remain to the present day as living witnesses of their age-old traditions. The same document 

also defines the concept of a historic memorial as an entity that embraces not only the 

single architectural work but also the urban/rural setting in which is found the evidence of 

a particular development or a historic event. In addition, it also states that the conservation 

and preservation of architectural memorials must have recourse to all the sciences and 

techniques which can contribute to the study and safeguarding of the architectural legacy.  

 

2) Economic Values: Tourism potential of the vernacular houses; In ICOMOS, (1999) 

in Mexico discussed the charter document that addressed the crucial issues related to the 

management of tourism at places of traditional significance. Hence, the document is 

referred to as the International Cultural Tourism Charter since its proclamation. During the 

formulation and adoption of the charter, the main focus resided on the fact that the primary 
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objective of managing tourism at historic/traditional places is to communicate its 

significance need for its conservation to its host community and to visitors. In addition, the 

document strongly stressed the fact that reasonable and well managed physical, intellectual 

and/ or emotive access to historic and cultural development is both a right and a privilege.   

 

3) Architectural, Aesthetic and Educational Values; In general, the documentation of 

traditional structures for the purpose of conservation should be executed with due respect 

to relevant traditional and aesthetical values, and where it is an appropriate response to the 

need to document age-old, decayed, vanished/disappeared off the house the requirements 

of conservation. The critical component of this charter document also discussed and ratified 

the issue of built vernacular architecture. This portion of the document focused on the fact 

that throughout the world vernacular heritage occupies a central place in the affection and 

pride of all peoples. In addition, it stated that built vernacular heritage is important for it is 

the fundamental expression of the culture of a community, of its relationship with its 

territory and, at the same time, the expression of the world’s cultural diversity.   

  

 

2.5 Documentation of Vernacular Architecture  

According to Umar (2008), the conservations in vernacular architecture are documenting 

indigenous knowledge of construction techniques, material harvesting, living culture and 

way of sustaining the houses. The building documentation is a process of recording, 

categorizing and dissemination of information, through both graphics and written 

mediums. The process of documents and explains the significant characteristics, physical 

configuration, as well as of the vernacular buildings. The recording process initiates with 

gathering information followed by recording through a field of drawings and photography 

documentation, which culminates with the preparation of an in-depth vernacular building 

portfolio (VBP). This portfolio contains careful two dimensional (plan, section, and 

elevation), three dimensional and exploded drawings of the architecture, interior design, 

and furniture elements as well as smallest details. (Dicrc, 2019).  
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a) Background Research: Before commencing on the actual field work, the documentation 

person gathers basic information on existing records related to the building to be 

documented. The existing documents may be in the form of drawings, photographs, literary 

accounts of its descriptions and documents related to its history, ownership, etc. These 

records are generally searched and procured from archives, local municipalities, research 

institutions, architectural colleges, museums, libraries or private collections.  

 

b) Fieldwork and Documentation: This stage involves gathering information on site 

through a conventional. The field drawings are the raw materials required for producing 

measured drawings of various architecture components and constitute of hand drawings 

with detailed dimensions. The process also includes photographic documentation to aid the 

on-field documentation. The photography is done to record the building, its spaces, 

elements, crafts and ornamentation in its current condition.  

 

c) Data Cataloguing and Digitization: The information collected through on-field 

recording are among the most important aspect of the documentation process. Data 

cataloging includes the gathering of drawings, sketching, interviews, and photographs in a 

systematic manner. The field drawings are inked, scanned and cataloged in separate sets 

and cataloging of interviews with the residents, in print and electronic media. 

Subsequently, the digitization of field data in the form of detailed drawings is done. The 

recorded data from field visit are converted into vector-based drawings: 2D and 3D 

drawings.  

 

d) Dissemination: The information generated through the process of documentation, 

including field drawings and vector-based drawings, are disseminated through two separate 

sets of documents. The data collected through hand measurements form a part of the Field 

Drawing Booklets (FDB), whereas the detailed technical drawings are disseminated 

through the vernacular Building Portfolio (VBP). The VBP contains plans, sections, 

elevations, details and interpretive drawings. 
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2.6 Tangible and Intangible Cultural Properties  

The critical debate on the ‘cultural heritage’ within conservation practices has changed its 

focus in recent years. Formerly the concept of cultural heritage included only tangible or 

physical properties, like, monuments, vernacular buildings and natural environments. The 

fundamental cultural structure and the intangible aspects of the cultural heritage were not 

accurately considered through the history of conservation. Developments in the definitions 

of the concept of cultural heritage have put forth the progress of different understandings 

about conservation. Accordingly, the discussions of definitions starting from the 

conservation of only tangible features in the UNESCO 1972 Convention “In the UNESCO 

1972 Convention concerning the protection of the world cultural and natural heritage, 

cultural heritage was defined as comprising monuments, groups of buildings and sites.” 

And then to safeguarding intangible cultural heritage in the UNESCO 2003 Convention. 

This convention mainly aimed at determining the safeguarding principles of the intangible 

cultural heritage, which was defined as “the practices, representations, expressions, 

knowledge, skills-as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces 

associated therewith- that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize 

as part of their cultural heritage.”  have actually been the attempts to re-understand and re-

define the entity of cultural heritage (Karakul, 2011). 

 

 

The historical environments are complex living entities in a state of continuous change 

need to be conserved through their complexities formed throughout their life process. The 

integrity of environments is particularly handled as the entity of tangible and intangible 

cultural properties in the study. As an entity, a historical urban fabric is constituted by 

tangible features, namely, the physical structure made of the built and natural structure; 

and also, intangible values, specifically, cultural activities or practices and cultural 

expressions/ representations within the built environments, meanings expressed by them 

and values attributed to them (Karakul, 2007; Karakul, 2008). 
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Historic environments are produced by the interrelations between tangible and intangible 

values through their formation and transformation processes. Historic environments need 

to be examined by a specific approach to be developed considering their particularities with 

regard to their constitutive components and the process of their life. The conceptual model 

produced in the Karakul’s study is based on the argument that ‘interrelations’ and 

‘processes’ can be used as two guiding contexts to analyze the integrity of tangible and 

intangible values and to grasp their relations and change. Understanding the integrity of 

culture and the built environment is a two-sided process. Statically, it necessitates 

understanding the constituents of intangible and tangible values within culture and their 

relations. Dynamically, the understanding process needs to include the transformation of 

those interrelations in the evolutionary process of environments, specifically, generative, 

transformation and transmission processes (Karakul, 2007; Karakul, 2008). 

 

 

The model below in figure 8 presents a theoretical approach by synthesizing the sociologist 

Pierre Bourdieu’s approach (1990) to the “generation of practices” and the anthropologist 

and architect Amos Rapoport’s (1982) approach to the “meaning of the built environment”, 

to explain the static aspects of the interrelations between tangible and intangible values. 

This model benefited considerably from the Bourdieu’s approach (1990) to formulate the 

triple interrelation system between ‘intangible and tangible values’ and “structuring 

structures”. As shown in the Figure 8 below, the synthesis is mainly based on the argument 

that culture establishes relations with the built environment through the medium of 

intangible values, which are generated by ‘structuring structures’ within it. ‘Structuring 

structures’ are accepted as the shaping factors in culture on intangible values and, as seen 

in the diagram, they perform as the “encoding” factors of the intangible values over the 

built environment at the same time. Clearly, intangible values are the “encoded” principles 

within built environments to be decoded by people. Then, the built environment represents 

a whole set of physical cues, expressing the cultural codes enciphered over it (Karakul, 

2007). 
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To identify the interrelations of the constitutive components of ‘structuring structures’, 

intangible values and tangible values, in the Karakul’s study uses “the method of 

dismantling” (RAPOPORT, 2002) and investigates culture in three parts, namely, ‘living 

culture’, ‘building culture’ and ‘value systems’ in terms of their expression types in the 

built environment as shown in the diagram below. Amongst the structuring structures in 

living culture, family structure, kinship, and social structure are especially effective on the 

interrelations between intangible values, specifically cultural practices, and the built 

environment.  Amongst the structuring structures in building culture, technology and 

knowledge, have the formative power especially on the cultural expressions or 

representations. Amongst the structuring structures in value systems, worldviews, values, 

lifestyle, value judgments, ideals, images, mental schemata, meanings, and beliefs affect 

both cultural practices and cultural expressions. 

Table 1 Interrelations between intangible and tangible values within culture, a synthesis of Bourdieu’s 

(1990) and Rapoport’s (1982) theoretical frameworks (Karakul, 2007). 
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Table 2 Two ways of dismantling culture regarding the relationships between intangible and tangible values, 

(Karakul, 2007). 

 

The conceptually identified triple relations between ‘structuring structures’, ‘intangible and 

tangible values’ continue in a more complex and dynamic way through the evolutionary 

process of environments. Considering the dynamic aspects of interrelations between 

tangible and intangible values, the different processes through which historic environments 

lived can be explained by synthesizing the different theoretical approaches. First, the 

generative process is explained in three phases, specifically, the formation processes of 

cultural activities, building types and the buildings with a synthesis and approaches to 

culture, Petruccioli’s (1998) study on ‘building types’, Hubka’s (1979) approach to ‘folk 

design method’ of the masters, and Rapoport ‘s (1990) analysis of activities (Figure 4, 5) 

According to the formulation on the generative process of environments, it is argued that 

the basic needs of people create cultural practices; and, the interrelations between cultural 

practices and environmental factors constitute ‘building types’ or ‘leading types 

(Petruccioii.A, 1998) defines “leading type” as “a type as an expression of all society in a 

given moment” to be inspired and referred by everyone when building a house.)’;finally, 

the leading types are handled by the builders and the users as a model for producing the 

buildings. 
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To identify the specific rules in the generative. Dynamic interrelations of tangible and 

intangible values also need to be deeply interrogated in both the transformation process of 

historic environments and the transmission process of intangible cultural properties. The 

continuity and conservation of intangible values deeply depend on their transmission from 

generation to generation. Actually, the transformation process also conforms to the 

identified rules between ‘structuring structures’, intangible and tangible values as 

mentioned before. Accordingly, it can be argued that a change starts on the ‘structuring 

structures’ and then, affects the interrelations between intangible values and tangible 

values; and finally, the whole environment. This process has continued by keeping the 

balance and genuineness of the built environment for long years. However, recently, a rapid 

change has destroyed the balance in the interrelations of intangible and tangible values in 

historic environments. In this sense, the transformation and then the transmission processes 

focusing on the interrelations between tangible and intangible values from the perspective 

of conservation.  

Table 3 The generative process of historic environments, from basic needs, cultural activities then leading 

types (Karakul, 2007). 
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Table 4 Production/generative process of traditional buildings (Karakul, 2007). 
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2.7 Vernacular Architecture of Ethiopia 

Ethiopia is a landlocked country that lies in the Horn of Africa. Bordering the country are 

Sudan and South Sudan to the West, Djibouti and Eritrea to the North, Somalia to the East 

and Kenya to South Ethiopia is a federal state subdivided into 9 ethnolinguistically based 

regional states (Tigray, Afar, Amhara, Oromia, Somali, Benishangul-Gumuz, SNNPR, 

Gambella, and Harari) and 2 chartered cities (the country’s capital Addis Ababa and Dire 

Dawa). Each state comprises zones, districts (Woredas), cities, and neighborhood 

administrations (Kebeles). Area: 1,104,300 sq. km. Land: 1 million sq. km. Water: 104,300 

sq. km. Elevation:  mean elevation: 1,330 m. Lowest point:  Danakil Depression -125 m.  

Highest point:  Ras Dejen 4,550 m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ethiopia is a vast highland complex of mountains and separated plateaus divided by the 

Great Rift Valley which runs Southwest to Northeast and is surrounded by lowlands, 

steppes, or semidesert. This diversity determines variations in climate, soils, vegetation and 

settlement patterns. The altitude range of the country is divided into 5 climatic zones: Kolla 

(Tropical weather), Woina Dega (Subtropical weather) and Dega (Cool weather), Bereha 

(Desertic) and Worch (afro-alpine areas above 3,200m). Over the greater part of the 

highlands of Ethiopia, the climate is healthy and temperate. In the uplands, the air is cool 

Figure 1 Map of Ethiopia, own elaboration from google online map. 
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in summer and bleak in winter. On the higher mountains, the climate is Alpine. According 

to CSA, (2007) forecast, the total population of Ethiopia is 92.2. million. Out of these 

80.12% live in rural areas. Rapid urbanization is also happening as the percentage of rural 

area dwellers decreased from 83.9% in 2008 to 80.12% in 2016. This shows that existing 

vernacular dwellings need great attention to document and study before they lose their rich 

social and cultural heritages to rapid urbanization. Vernacular architecture is characterized 

by a tight correlation between the understanding of the norms by designers, builders and 

users. The contribution of this big resourceful skill and knowledge to the current housing 

development in Ethiopia is invisible. This is true since very few of Ethiopian vernacular 

architecture which is decreasing steadily because of urbanization has been studied and 

documented. However, few individuals and students who were studied the vernacular 

architecture; Mehari, (2017) on the vernacular architecture of Argoba; Garedew, ( 2015) 

on the transformation of Konso vernacular houses; Teku, ( 2017) on the Characteristics 

and Transformation of Gurage House and Settlement; Eleni, (2018) Documenting the 

disappearing traditional ‘elfign’ and its settlement, in the North Shawa; Yalew, (2013) on 

the Transformation of vernacular house, compound and settlement of Gurage, etc… and 

Detailed shelter response profile; Ethiopia; Local Building Cultures for sustainable and 

resilient habitats by Enrique, (2018).  

 

Regarding the form, all around the country, roundhouses (tukul) with walls built in different 

materials and thatch roofs are very common. Rectilinear houses are less common, but they 

are gradually substituting roundhouses in order to make it easier the use of CGI sheets for 

roofing. Roundhouses with thatch roofs are known in the north of the country as sarbet 

(grass hut), while rectilinear houses with CGI sheets roofs are known as korkoro bet. 

According to Gebremedhin, (1971) the ancient book of vernacular housing in Ethiopia can 

be shallowly classified into four categories depending on wall types: 

i) Timber structure with earth and fibers filling (chikka) 

ii) Load-bearing stone masonry walls with earthen mortar 

iii) Bamboo and thatch walls 

iv) Wood and mats huts from nomads 
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Figure 2 Map of vernacular housing in Ethiopia classification, CC-Gebremehin, (1971). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i) Timber structure with earth and fibers filling (chikka bet); are very common throughout 

the country. Their structure is built with wood poles of eucalyptus or other available timber 

measuring about 8 cm large. Eucalyptus, which is easily attacked by termites, is smoked 

and/or soaked in burnt oil. The poles are set vertically about 30 to 40 cm deep into the 

ground or on a stone foundation. Foundations are then filled with stones and sometimes 

lime mortar up to 35 cm above the natural terrain. These main poles are then tied in place 

and diagonally braced when necessary. The roof (thatch/CGI sheets) is put before applying 

the chikka mortars. Then, a mixture of earth, straw (usually chide or teff straw) and water, 

is used as a filling for the wood structure. It is also used for plastering. The mixture is left 

to ferment between 3 days and 2 months for better adherence quality. It is stirred every 2-

3 days for homogenization. Then the mortar is projected with force on the wood structure 

so that it hangs well. Once dry, an extra layer can be applied. The walls can get to be 

protected by a relatively thick earth coating (15 to 20 mm). To prevent cracking around 

wooden doors and windows, they are only fixed once the first layer of chikka is dry. Houses 

in the highlands have thick chikka walls in order to get better inertia and control of humidity 

and so a better temperature inside the houses in this temperate region.  

 

Chikka houses are roundhouses covered with thatch, but recently metal roofs are used as 

the price of thatching grass rises and skilled builders become harder to find. Thatched roofs 

have the disadvantage of being flammable, but they also allow to cook inside the house 

without a chimney, as smoke can pass through the thatched roof. At the same time, smoke 

Nomads  

Nomads  

Legend  
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can treat the thatch against insect attacks. These two typologies are built with the limited 

building materials and construction skills available in rural areas (fig. 3 a and b). 

 

ii) Load-bearing stone masonry walls with earthen mortar; This is found the northern 

part of Ethiopia. In these regions, the stone is an abundant resource. Houses are usually 

square or round and stone built. There are one single level square or roundhouses, and also 

two levels rounded houses. Basalt is used for foundations. Walls are built with stones (gray 

trachyte). In square houses, large stones well carved are placed at the corners with a filling 

of smaller stones for the rest of the walls. Mortar is made of earth and straw (chikka 

mortar). Openings and frames are in the wood. Stone balconies can be found on the 1st 

floor, which protects the wall of the 1st level from the rain. The wooden posts supporting 

the roof are positioned all around the house, with no particular symmetry according to their 

height and section. Flat roofs of wood covered with sods of earth and wide overhanging 

eaves are common, but also thatch roofs can be found (fig. 4 a and b).  

Figure 3 a) Decorated chikka house in the South Omo Zone (SNNPR). CC - Rita Willaert, b) Chikka house with CGI 

sheet roof near Awasa (Oromia) © O. Moles – CRAterre. 

Figure 4 a) Load bearing stone masonry walls in Tigray CC - Rod Wadding,  b) Houses with stone masonry in Tigray. 

CC-Bernard Gagnon. 
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iii) Bamboo and thatch walls; This technique is found in the SNNP Region, especially in 

Gamo and Sidama. The structure is built with split bamboos sunk into the ground every 10 

cm or so following a circle or oval form. The series of vertical bamboos are connected to 

each other, forming circles or ovals that have a diameter which diminishes as one goes up. 

The bamboo structure is then covered with bamboo leaves (sometimes also with grass). 

Small openings at mid-height are usual to leave the smoke out. Dorze houses do not have 

a central pole, while Sidamo houses do have one and have a bigger surface (fig. 5 a and b). 

 

iv) Wood and mats huts from nomads; These houses are used by the nomads in Afar and 

Somali regions. They are erected, dismantled and loaded on to the camels by the women. 

Huts are owned by women. Men usually gather the materials to build the huts. Both types 

are made of an armature of boughs bound with palm fiber and covered with mats. Each 

group of huts is usually surrounded by a hedge or wall to protect the animals from enemies. 

The Somali hut is called the aqal and there is an outer uncovered verandah (fig. 6 a and b). 

 

Figure 6 a) Nomads’ hut in Awash Valley (Afar) ©T. Joffroy – CRAterre, b) Nomads’ hut in Ogaden (Somali) ©G. 

vant Klooster -FAO. 

Figure 5 a) Bamboo and thatch house (Dorze people in Gamo), b) Sidamo Fengo house type. CC-Naturalhomes. 
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a) Addis Ababa architecture; In Addis Ababa, there is a coexistence of multiple 

architectural styles due to numerous influences. Arabs, Indians or Europeans have brought 

along their architecture. There exists an Addis Ababa style mostly used by the aristocracy 

at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th. Constructions used to be 

rectangular. Ground floors were built with heavy masonry, while a much lighter upper 

story integrated wooden verandahs, balconies and more openings (windows). Roofs with 

different shapes were built using most usually metallic sheets. These constructions were 

mainly built with chikka walls. These kinds of construction are still used throughout the 

city. In the city slums, there exist houses built with a wooden structure whose walls and 

roofs are made of CGI sheets (fig.7).  

 

b) Dire Dawa vernacular house 

Chikka houses; In 2008, most of the existing houses inside the city were of wood and earth 

(chikka). All qualities of chikka houses could be found. CGI sheets were very common in 

roofing. The chartered city has an important rural territory in which rounded or rectangular 

plan chikka houses arise. Rounded houses have usually thatch roofs, and square or 

rectangular houses are mostly covered by CGI sheets (fig. 8 a and b). 

Figure 7 a) Addis Ababa style building with verandah CC-T.Joffroy-CRAterre,  b) CGI sheet houses in central Addis 

Ababa. CC-m AGUNS Franklin. 

Figure 8 a) Dire Dawa hut in the rural areas,  b) View of chikka houses with vegetal fences to protect the landscape. 
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c) Tigray vernacular houses; Tigray is a historic region with a rich cultural heritage such 

as the archaeological site of the ancient city of Axum, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, 

the architectural heritage. The original capital of the Kingdom of Aksum is one of the oldest 

continuously inhabited places in Africa. In this area, two house types are commonly known 

as rectangular and roundhouses.  

Stone masonry houses; The region is mainly mountainous and has massive stone resources 

that have been used to build their houses and compounds. When the family has several 

buildings, they usually build stone boundary walls to confine their compound. Some houses 

also have wooden covered verandas. Good quality basalt is quarried and used for solid 

foundations. Walls are usually built from easily cut and carved stone masonry (gray 

trachyte) with mud straw mortar. In some cases, the technique of “monkey heads” is used 

in the walls: stone and earthen mortar masonry walls and timber ladder-like horizontal 

bands with short round cross-pieces whose end is visible. This technique is believed to 

make the construction more seismically resilient in this earthquake-prone area. Thatch 

roofs used usually in round houses, and flat roofs with wide overhanging eaves that help 

protect walls from the rains. Acacia etbatica wood (Seraw in Tigrigna language) is usually 

used for the pillars and beams to support the heavy earthen roofs. Exterior stone staircases 

are helping lead to the roof, upper floor. The interior space is usually a single room with a 

fireplace dug in the earth floor. The smoke from the fireplace escapes through a chimney 

that is usually made with a broken water-pot (fig. 9 a, b).  

 

c) Afar vernacular houses; The Afar are mostly nomads living areas of isolated groups. A 

moving camp is made of about 20 huts with livestock and a meeting place. Camps are 

surrounded by vegetal barricades, which protect them from the attacks of wild animals and 

from domestic animals’ theft.  

Figure 9 a) Stone house with levels in Axum. CC -A. Davery, b) stone house with one level in Axum. CC-A. Davey. 
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Nomadic fiber shelters; The Afar nomad huts called ari, are oval-shaped and are erected 

by women, also demounted and loaded on to the camels by the women when the group 

decides to move. Women are the owners of the hut and structure of the hut is erected 

making a domed armature of branches which is bound with palm fiber. The covering is 

made with palm mats (fig. 10 a, b and c). 

 

Sedentary or semi-nomadic houses; This a stone house called dabou which is found at the 

foot of the highlands where the soil is constituted of sandstone or pumice. These houses 

have thick stone masonry bearing walls and a thorn and rubble roof. Fig 11.a shows, 

another kind of houses are rectangular constructions with wooden structure and wooden 

walls, sometimes with a chikka filling and with a flat earthen roof. There also exist in some 

places rectangular houses made with a wooden structure whose walls are covered with fiber 

mats. More and more buildings are been made with rectangular form and with chikka 

structure, mainly in cities (fig.11 a and b). 

 

d) Amhara vernacular houses; Amhara Region has a rich cultural and historical 

background, with many historical sites, including Lalibela, a UNESCO registered World 

Heritage Site, famous for the rock-hewn churches, carved into the mountains in the late 

12th Century. 

Figure 10 a) Afar nomadic hut, b) with wooden barricade, c) Afar women building a nomadic shelter. Joffroy.CRAterre. 

 

Figure 11 a) Permanent constructions with wooden structure and earthen roof in Afar region, b) permanent stone huts 

(dabous) in Erta ale complement in the Danakil depression, Afar region. CC-Jill Elle. 
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Stone masonry houses; are usually circular/rectangular. Both can have one/two-stories 

with external staircases. In two-story buildings, the family usually live in the upper floor 

and the livestock is stabled below, for the heating system in the cold weather. In both cases, 

walls are built with stone masonry and mud mortar. Interior walls are usually plastered 

with a mix of earth, teff straw for binding with cow dung. Exterior walls are often un-

plastered. Plastering is done in different layers. These houses are thatched roofs. The 

conical roof is supported by 4-5 poles, commonly eucalyptus. There are small storage areas 

for cooking utensils, and the main area serves as sleeping and living spaces (fig.12 a & b).  

 

Stone and/or chikka houses; Round chikka tukuls with thatch roofs used to be very 

numerous, though the proportion of rectangular chikka houses with CGI sheet roofing is 

rapidly increasing. In this region with stone resources, many chikka houses have stone 

foundations and plinths, or even low stone walls surrounding the houses to protect chikka 

from rain. Anyway, there are also chikka houses whose wooden poles are directly buried 

on the ground. The wooden poles used for the chikka structure are very usually from 

eucalyptus. The same plastering as for the stone houses applies for the chikka ones. 

Balconies are common and two-story buildings too. A small chikka building can be raised 

in only two weeks (fig.13 a and b). 

Figure 12 a) Stone tukul in Lalibela with two levels and exterior staircase. CC- Martijin Muneke, b) two story house 

with stone linth, chikka walls and balcony in Gobgob village, Amhara region. CC-Kelley Lynch USAID. 

Figure 13 a) Round & square stone tukuls with thatched roofs near Lalibela, b) New chikka houses under construction 

in Amhara region.  
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e) Benishangul-Gumuz house 

Berta houses; To build a house or cultivate a field, people will ask neighbors for help in 

exchange of food and traditional beer. Family compounds(khosh) only have bamboo fences 

in cities and are formed by several constructions: one or a few roundhouses (shuli) built 

with an interwoven bamboo structure and thatched roofs. Houses are not plastered, which 

allows cross ventilation, which is important in this hot humid climate region. Externally all 

houses present similar external attributes: round interwoven bamboo walls with conic 

thatched roofs crowned by four wooden poles. Gumuz houses; The inside villages, 

extended families live in fenced compounds, which have the main house(mes’a), one/more 

youngsters’ houses, goat pens, and granaries. Nearby compounds are occupied by close 

relatives. Houses are round and built with a bamboo structure and a conical thatched roof. 

They only may have earth in the walls around the doors, which permits cross ventilation 

through the bamboo structure. The main house measures 8 m in diameter (fig.14 a and b).  

 

f) Gambela vernacular house 

Nuer houses; The Nuer are the most numerous ethnic groups in Gambela. They are mostly 

pastoralists. Houses in villages are usually round, with chikka walls and thatched roofs. 

Some roofs are multi-tiered, which allows better protection against heavy rains and 

provides better isolation from the sun. The entrance may have a porch and is more 

decorated than the rest of the house. Houses are windowless and doors are small so that 

visitors are forced to crawl in order to enter. The smoke escapes through the thatched roof. 

When they move to the cattle camps in the dry season, they build shelters with local grasses. 

These shelters are more transitory and do not need to be water-proof (fig.15 a and b). 

Figure 14 a) Berta houses in Asosa zone. CC- Ben Rohrs. b) vie of a Gumuz village with fences demarcating pathways 

and compounds. settlement of Manjari. CC-A. Gonzalez Rubal et al. 
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Anuak houses; Anuak houses are similar to those of the Nuer: chikka houses. One main 

difference is that they are commonly built on top of an earthen platform or mound, to help 

avoid the impact of average floods and to avoid being affected by humidity inside the 

houses. Another great difference is that decoration is important to Anuak people and thus 

some houses have bold murals. Doorways are little and low as the houses are used mainly 

for sleeping, all other activities taking place out of doors. Verandahs circling houses are 

not uncommon, which protects the chikka walls from the effects of the rain (fig. 15 c). 

 

g) Harari architecture; The ancient city of Harar, founded in the 13th C is also a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site. As a historical trading center, many buildings are quite unique to 

Ethiopia, with Indian and Islamic architectural details. 

Stone and flat-roofed houses; The ancient city (Jugol) is very dense in terms of buildings 

and population, with narrow streets, dead ends and stone-built courtyards isolated from the 

public space by high walls. In this part of the city, the predominant kind of house is called 

gegar. These buildings are rectangular, built of stone masonry walls and flat-roofed. They 

are often two-storied and are surrounded by an about 2 m high wall. They have a white-

washed or pastel color exterior. Flat roofs are made with wooden planks and covered with 

earth and dry grass. The walls are painted with ochre or red earth and covered with cotton 

cloths or carpets and decorated with handcrafts (fig.16 a and b).  

Figure 15 a) Nuer houses in Gambela. CC -Frans Devriese - foto_morgana, b) A Nuer house. CC-Tabata Floretto c) 

Anuak houses in Gambela. CC - Gill Penney.  

 

Figure 16 a) Street of Harar with balconies, b) Market of Harar, c) Balconies in the city centre. CC - Ahron de Leeuw. 
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h) Oromia vernacular house; The Oromo people are the largest ethnic group in Ethiopia. 

Oromo people are very diverse: Barentu and Borana are the major groups and are 

subdivided into subgroups. But some general housing features prevail among these 

different groups. 

Circular chikka houses; The main house of the family is surrounded by other houses and 

often by thatch-roofed granaries. In some rural areas, the different constructions of a 

homestead are surrounded by fences, (e.g. a living euphorbia in the Oromo from Jimma or 

acacia thorn fence in the Borana Macha Oromo). Houses are circular, with (e.g. Macha 

Oromo) or without a verandah (e.g. Oromo in Borana Zone). Walls are usually built of 

chikka by the owners. There are frequently no windows, only doors. Cow-dung is used for 

floors and walls along with earth and fiber. In some groups, once the walls are finished, 

neighbors are called for the construction of the roof structure. Junipers, eucalyptus, and 

acacias are easily found in the region. The best plant for thatching is the sembelet, but many 

others are used depending on the zone. Thatching is sometimes completed by an expert, 

mainly in areas with heavy rain. The roof edge is placed firstly and bouquets of herbs are 

hung with ropes on the wooden frame towards the top of the roof. This part may be 

protected by a decorated pot of clay placed upside down, the gulilat, or by an ostrich egg. 

Roofs usually have large overhangs in the rainy zones. The interior of the house has 

sometimes partitioned with the sleeping platforms and kitchen being separated. The 

fireplace is generally placed in the central part. Storage is done inside the houses.  

Bird’s nest” houses and nomadic houses; Some groups (e.g. Barentu Kereyu Oromo or 

Borana near Yabelo) build round or elliptic houses whose rafters are planted in the ground 

forming both the walls and the roof (as a bird’s nest) (fig. 17 b). 

Figure 17 a) Oromia dwelling. CC- Bernard Gagnon, b) Construction of a Borana «bird’s nest» house. CC - National 

Museum of World Cultures. 
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i) Somali vernacular house 

The nomadic hut (aqal); Somalis are mostly pastoralist nomads moving in search of 

pasture and water whose shelters are portable huts called aqal. These huts are dome-shaped 

and usually have an elliptic base. They are built by women with varying materials usually 

gathered by themselves depending on the availability in each zone: branches, wooden 

poles, reeds, grass, roots, woven mats, animal skins. Once the group decides to move away, 

women dismantle the huts and carry them on camel backs. An aqal is separated into two 

areas: one at the back, which held the sleeping area, and one at the front, which is used like 

living area. There might also be an outer uncovered veranda (gabbaad). The structure of 

the hut may have from 3-7arched branches (dhigo). In intersection with the first ones, other 

arched branches are placed to form a round or elliptical hut (lool). These arches are held 

by either one or two (depending on the number of (dhigo) long pieces of wood with a V-

shaped head placed in the long axe of the hut. Two pillars are erected on the sides of the 

door as jambs. There are different kinds of mats with specific positions in the aqal. Once 

finished, the huts are fastened to the ground diagonally and horizontally with ropes so that 

they are not blown away by storms. During rainy seasons waterproof plastic sheets called 

shiraac are used to protect the huts on top of the mats. 

Agro-pastoralist (mundal); Agro-pastoralists and riverine communities usually live in 

more permanent structures similar to chikka round houses with thatched roofs and palm 

fronds knotted together. This kind of house is called mundal. Plastering is made with earth, 

animal dung, and ashes. 

Sedentary houses; Sedentary people in Somali may also live in rectangular chikka, stone, 

brick or cement houses with CGI sheets roofs (arish) or concrete roofs in new buildings in 

cities. In cities, people also live in Arab-style whitewashed houses made of stone or brick 

coated with lime or cement mortars (fig. 18 a, b and c). 

 

 

 

Figure 18 a) Somali Aqal,       b) women building an Aqal,       c) interior of Somali Aqal. CC-Shafi Said. 
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2.8 Vernacular architecture of SNNPR 

General description; South nation nationalities and people’s region (SNNPR) is one of the 

regions in Ethiopia country, accounting for more than 10 percent of the country’s land area 

and an estimated population of 20,768,000 almost a fifth of the country’s population. With 

less than one in the tenth of its population (8.9%) living in urban areas. SNNPR is divided 

into 13 administrative zones, 133 Woredas, and 3512 Kebeles, and its capital is Hawassa. 

The largest groups are; Sidama (17.6%), Wolayta (11.7%), Gurage (8.8%), Hadiya (8.4%), 

Selite (7.1%), Gamo (6.7%), Keffa (5.3%), Gedeo (4.4%), and Kembata (4.3%) (CSA, 

2007). 

  

a) Sidama vernacular house; The Sidama live in beehive-shaped round tukuls. There 

might be several tukuls and a vegetable garden in one compound. Compounds may be 

circled by a fence of woven bamboo or euphorbia. The framework is built with bamboo. 

Walls and roof are covered with grass and ensete leaves. This is strengthened before the 

rainy season. The waterproofing leaves are sandwiched between two bamboo panels. There 

is usually a small front porch at the entrance. The space inside the house is shared by people 

(to the right) and calves (to the left). Furniture consists of beds and seats (fig. 20 a) 

Figure 19 Map of SNNPR (South, Nation, Nationalities and Peoples Region). 
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b)  Wolayta vernacular houses; Welayta houses are largely round or elliptic in plan and 

they are usually built in the middle of cultivated gardens. Their structure is made of bamboo 

and they are covered with thatch in both roof and walls. The structure of the roof is plaited 

and made with concentric rings of the framework. One of the more ostrich eggs are placed 

at the top of the roof as fertility symbols. Screens of bamboo serve to divide the interior 

space. Families share this space with cattle, which helps keep the cattle safe from predators 

but also to provide the family with some heating for the cold nights (fig. 20 b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Gurage vernacular houses; The Gurage live in compounds with cultivation gardens and 

constructions for different uses. The entrance to the property is a lawn area surrounded by 

a palisade. Houses are round with a diameter of 6 to 8 m and thatched roofs. The structure 

is made of wood with a chikka filling. These houses are built thanks to collective work, 

which is carried out in parallel on the vertical structure and on the framework of the roof. 

Specialist expertise is required for setting door frames, placing the central post (which is 

done with the help of up to 30 men), and for the thatching of the roof. Roof elements and 

walls are connected by ropes. The doors are the only openings and no spaces are left for 

ventilation. The high roof and thick thatch ensure that the smoke from the fire fills the roof 

space; working as both a natural insecticide and also ensuring that any sparks from the fire 

are extinguished due to lack of oxygen (fig. 22). 

Figure 21 Gurage house, a) erecting post, b) structural parts of roof, c) roof covering with grass thatch. 

Figure 20 a) Sidamo Fengo house type. CC-Naturalhomes,  b) Welayta people house built with a bamboo structure. 
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f) Konso vernacular houses; The Konso live in stone fortified settlements on hillsides that 

provided protection from wild animals and enemies. Defensive dry-stone walls built using 

uncut basalt rocks are formed in concentric rings. Within the settlement’s houses are 

densely packed in and public spaces include narrow walkways and ritual public areas called 

mooras. Men build the framework and roof of houses, while women do stonewall. Juniper 

wood is used for the beams and the roof structure. They are experts on wood construction, 

and many of their houses last for 80 years or more. They have three types of houses: pafta, 

Maana and chikka houses (fig 23).  

 

g) Bench vernacular houses; The Bench people live mainly in the Bench Maji Zone. They 

are mostly agriculturalist. Pathways and compounds are contained using euphobia as a 

boundary hedge. This wood is also used for the structure of the houses, which are not big 

and have quite a low entrance. Roofs are thatched and have a very prominent slope. The 

walls are filled with chikka with the exterior plastered. These houses usually have a veranda 

and an important overhang. These houses have very often mural decoration which is made 

flattening the surface, covering with mortar and modeling in light relief with simple 

pargetting designs. The walls are also decorated, with popular colors being orange, 

vermillion, charcoal, and cinders (fig 24). 

 

 

Figure 22 Bench house, CC-Frans Deviese-Photo Morgana. Figure 23 Most common Konso house with double 

roof. CC-Jens Kilnzing. 
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2.9 Gamo Highland Communities   

The Gamo highland is home for a large number of related communities, there are over 40 

communities locally called deres. The Gamo highlands are perched high above the Africa 

rift valley in southwest of Ethiopia. This highland area is one of the most densely populated 

parts of rural areas in Ethiopia. The varied landscape rises up to 3000km above sea level 

and is roughly 62 miles long and 18 miles wide.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Historical Backgrounds of Gamo Highlands in the Ninth century  

According to the oral histories of the Gamo elder collected by anthropologists in the 1960’s 

and 70’s, peoples of Gamo highlands in the 19th century belonged to exogamous patrilinear 

clans and lived scattered or so separate communities called deres. These deres were small 

number of peoples, autonomous political unities, and there was no overall Gamo political 

unity. Each dere had a senior sacrifice, or kawo, who sacrificed for the well-being of the 

dere as a whole. And each dere carried out their own initiations to the title of halak’a and 

all the governing and admirative systems the of peoples of Gamo highlands from this time 

were by using well-defined laws called wogas. In the Gamo highlands, “all the deres 

became organized in to one another by war domination one over other dere and thus the 

concept of the dere developed a multi-scalar nature. What it means multi-scalar, when it 

looks at the actual organization of one particular dere, but it essentially means that dere is 

a community that has its own sacrificer, makes its own initiates and have its own assembly 

place dubusha” (Freeman, 1999). 

Figure 24 Map of Gamo Highland communities’ geographical location and their elevations. 
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The population of any one deres was divided in to three separate categories; citizens(mala), 

artisans(ts’omma) and slaves(ayle). Only mala could own land and it was that who were 

considered to constitute the dere and all deres sacrifices and initiates selected/came from 

the mala and only own land. Ts’omma consisted of mana and degela, who were worked as 

potters and using skins of animals for clothing, seating and sleeping respectively. The 

citizens of deres called mala who were worked as tanners and other artisans work was 

carried out by mala the formal citizens of Gamo. The slaves (ayle) the person who catched 

by the war domination over the other deres or acquisition from other deres (Abeles, 1981).  

 

 

Towards the end of 19th century the Gamo highlands deres incorporated in to the northern 

Abyssinian Empire and the Gamo deres accepted peacefully and agreed to tribute to 

government of Ethiopian Empire of Menellik II. The military from the northern Ethiopia 

came and stayed in well-defined camps and the camps later transformed to urban forms 

and the traditional Gamo deres landscape form, housing style and neighborhood practice 

began dramatic changes in the Gamo highlands (Donham, 1986). 

 

 

In the Gamo Highland, the agriculture was created before 10,000 years ago. The area is 

known for its produces of barley and wheat, false banana(uuththa), peas, beans, potatoes, 

and cabbage. False banana (enset/uuththa) is also central to subsistence and the most 

important food sources, house beautifying, construction materials, and micro-climate 

balance. Men hoe the land using the two-pronged hoe (ts’oile), used for constructions tools 

and often farm in together in work groups. The communities as a traditional administration 

system called ‘wogas’ that have been developed over a thousand years to ensure their 

survival and used to administer forest, water, natural landscape, farmland and animals and 

houses.  This governing system are interconnected each other and together form natural 

resources management systems. Because all of the wogas are interconnected, if any one 

aspect is denied or imbalance the whole system is at risk (Marshall, 2016).   
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The Gamo Highlands After twenty centuries  

In the Gamo highland the population growth and climatic changes in the different deres, 

increased the scarcity of basic needs and the youth began to move from the areas in to 

different urban centers. This was a big challenge for the sustain of the traditional house 

construction practices. The density of the population was a challenge in the land ownership 

and agriculture was not enough for the basic expenses of the peoples. As a result, large 

number of peoples began the weavings of bamboo’s products and cultural clothes for 

peoples and some of the youth peoples began to migrated to urban areas for the selling their 

cultural clothes. The fall of different dere political organization and the migrations of 

peoples and traditional transformations are a challengeable for the sustaining of the 

vernacular architecture. The traditional institutions enforced to decline and many elders 

were died by the different forces. So, Gamo wogas failed to apply in to the new generations. 

All the traditional rules that had been broken at the period of the Imperial era. After all the 

perilous time passed, the people in the Gamo highlands used this interim law-less period 

to put their deres to right, so the EPRDF formed a transitional gov’t and soon the rule of 

the state law was applied and gave the freedom for the ethnic groups, at some extent 

peoples recover the traditional practice, but the new generations not fully accepted, but 

numerous traditional house practices disappeared without documentations (Freeman, 

1999). 

Figure 25 the five elements of Gamo deres, own illustration from YouTube video of A-Thousand-Suns Moment of Gamo 

highland peoples.  
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In the Gamo highlands deres different changes were occurred like political changes, 

religious, cultural and others. Political changes were from local wogas admirative system 

in to Menellik II Empire, then Monarchical government of Haile Selasse, Derge Military 

matrix of socialism ideas and finally EPDRE governments. The religion changes are also 

local goddess in to the Christianity of Orthodox churches from the northern Empire and 

later European missionary’s Protestant Christianity religion got in the areas. The most 

important was the increasing integration of the Gamo highlands into the developing and 

modernizing state of Ethiopia. In the early part of the century Ethiopian currency was 

introduced, replacing the iron bars (march’o) that had been used before. In the 1960s 

outside influence became more direct. The town of Arbaminch was founded, and the 

provincial administration moved there from Chencha. The transformation systems, market 

and communications systems were more increased. Many men in the deres around Chencha 

had taken up weaving during this century (Olmstead, 1973). 

 

 

In the Gamo highlands were different changes occurred at the end of 19th century and 20th 

century from this, political, economic, cultural, religious and social changes, this all were 

highly influenced the traditional architecture, natural landscape, settlements and 

neighborhood design practice. As the result, the traditional houses design practice has 

started transforming and recently disappearing from the Gamo Highland deres. At the 

Imperial period from 1897-1973 was thus marked by turbulent changes in the lives of the 

people of Gamo. In the 1960s outside influence became more direct influence on the day 

to day living activities and many of the highlands area peoples began migrations in to the 

Addis Ababa and urban areas of Ethiopia (Freeman, 1999).  
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Vernacular architecture of Gamo Highland 

Throughout the highland people live in scattered settlements and are organized into many 

different deres. The settlements site also under the controls of the Gamo wogas and the 

house construction style, materials, and space usage also. The compounds, landscapes, and 

houses are clear from dirty, plastic and other toxic materials. Everything used for eating, 

drinking and construction so on comes from their farmlands and locally from their 

neighborhoods (Samburg, 2016, cited by Marshall, 2016). 

 

According to Abera, (2016) in the Gamo highlands deres’ all the natural resources 

protected and sustained for the next generations and environmental protection against bad 

climatic changes. When they use natural resources for their basic needs, they should be 

replaced by the new natural resources. “They give respect for the tree, for the water bodies, 

mountains and everything in the areas connected with each other” (cited Marshall, 2016). 

Vernacular buildings across Gamo’s highlands topographical and geographical zones are 

known to have demonstrated a thorough response to the climate, local technology and 

socio-economic environment in which they evolved from the past to the new generation 

through sustainable way without harming the natural environment by using locally 

available construct materials and indigenous knowledge and technology.  

 

The origin of Gamo highland’s different vernacular building body associated with the 

availability of the natural materials to the local builders as well as religious belief, cultural 

and economic. The beginning of modernization in Gamo Highland changed the traditional 

life and culture of Gamo highlands which creates a weak connection between traditional 

architecture and contemporary architecture in Gamo highlands. Most recent buildings 

designs across Gamo regions in highland areas have been built with imported materials and 

the construction techniques custom-made to satisfy the modernity self-ego and aspirations. 

Thus, traditional architecture ought not to be abandoned and forgotten, hence; experts’ 

awareness should be tailored to the understanding of its original essence (Habte, 2013; 

Freeman, 1999).  
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Gamo highland houses may vary depending on their location. They may have a round or 

elliptic plan. When they are elliptic, they may have two central pillars or even more (which 

shows the economic situation of the owner). Most of the people use bamboo for the vertical 

structure, for roofing structure and for covering. Different trees as miththa may also be 

used for the structure. Also, other vegetal species can be used for covering (as barley and 

wheat straw in the hilly areas and grass in the middle and low land areas). Ropes are used 

to tie the different parts of the structure to the covering materials. Some houses are covered 

with a chikka mortar (earth and straw) and others have only vegetal covering (fig. 26 a, b). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26 a) Gamo compound with round house, gardening zones and fence,  b) Dorze house. CC-Richard Morte.l. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Description of the Study Area 

The study area found in Southwest Ethiopia, in the Gamo highland lies about 505 km south 

of Addis Ababa and 200 km north of the Kenya border. Astronomically, it is located from 

5057"to 6071" North latitude and 36037" to 37037" East longitude and covers 7366.59 km2. 

The population size of Gamo zone, according to the CSA, (2007) census was 1,107,163 

peoples (1.5%), from these 141,23 3 were urban inhabitants. Its climate is predominately 

humid, warm and temperate. The average temperature is 13 degrees Celsius. Each year, it 

gets around 1200mm of rainfalls. There are 792 different plant species, including rare 

native bamboo forests on the slopes of Mount Gughe. The Gamo Highlands are settled in 

southwestern Ethiopia, on the edge of the Great African Rift Valley. Spanning 

approximately 1600 square miles, the Highlands region contains a remarkable amount of 

biological diversity. The Gamo community have lived in the area continuously for eras, 

engaging in sustainable farming for more than ten thousand years. The climate in the Gamo 

Highlands is predominately humid, warm and temperate. The average temperature is 13 

degrees Celsius. Each year, around 1200mm of rain falls. There are 792 different plant 

species, including rare native bamboo forests on the slopes of Mount Gughe (GOP, 2016). 

 

 

Figure 27 Ethiopia, SNNPR and the study area location map of Gamo highland areas.  
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3.2 Data Collection 

In this study the data sets needed for study were compound pattern, construction materials 

and methods, spatial organizations and house design ideas, for all these data sets have been 

collected using conventional methods; (direct observation, recording photo and video, 

direct measurement, and drawing and sketching) and other communication methods 

(interviews, questionnaires and group discussion). The other vital sources were taking 

notes through literature review from books, journals, thesis, articles, web sites, reports, and 

audios and videos, documents from governmental and non-governmental organizations. 

The whole process is summarized in table 1 below.  

 

Table 5 Data collection and sources, tools and techniques and analysis based on the objectives. 

 

 

Specific Objectives  Data collection Data Analysis  

Techniques  Tools 

To explore the 

compound patterns and 

houses. 

Observation, note taking, 

Interviews  

Focus groups discussions 

A4 Paper, Sketchbook & 

board, pencil, pen, ruler   

 

document analysis 

sketching and 

drawing analysis  

To identify the natural 

construction materials 

used for typical Gamo 

keeththa. 

Observation, Note 

taking, photo, and video, 

Interviews  

Focus groups discussions  

A4 Paper, Sketchbook & 

board, pencil, pen, ruler   

Audio, Video Camera 

Measurement tapes 

statistical analysis 

materials catalog  

document analysis 

To investigate the 

construction techniques 

of Gamo keeththa 

Interviewing, 

Questionnaire survey 

Focus group, Highlight 

discussion 

Sketching and drawing  

Measuring  

Audio and video 

recording camera, A4 

paper 

Pencil and pen  

Measurement tapes 

Document 

analysis, 2D & 3D 

drawing analysis  

 

To investigate 

indigenous house design 

concepts and ideas. 

Interviewing, 

Questionnaire survey 

Focus group, Highlight 

discussion 

Note taking  

Audio, Video recording 

Camera 

A4 Papers  

 

Document 

analysis, 

Sketching and 

drawing analysis, 

Expert judgments 

To identify architectural 

functions and spatial 

organizations strategies 

of typical vernacular 

houses. 

Photo and video  

drawing, Freehand 

sketching, Literature 

review, pictures 

 

Observation, Pen, pencil, 

and paper, Books, 

computer,  

Satellite images 

2D & 3D drawing 

& analysis  

Document 

analysis  
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3.3 The Conventional Method  

Different scholars used conventional methods to document the vernacular architecture such 

as; Buyukkilic, (2011) used conventional methods were used to prepare the scaled 

drawings in AutoCAD 2010 and Pictorial photographs; Akbaylar, (2007) and Mortada, 

(2013) used Conventional methods (Note-taking, observation, measuring, sketching, and 

drawing) for each architectural element and each space were photographed systematically. 

In this study conventional means of data collection methods were also used, by using field 

works through; (direct observation, photograph, direct measurement, drawing, and 

sketching). The field works began on February 23, 2019, and in the selected study areas of 

Gamo highland communities. The fieldwork is done in the three selected areas of Gamo 

highland deres of Dorze, Gerese, and Boreda. 

a) Direct Observation; Observations on the field would be made and recorded in the form 

of photography, videos drawing, sketches and note-taking.  

b) Field drawing and freehand sketching; Taking the freehand sketching and manual 

drawing in the field site using a sketchbook, sketch board, and pencil.  

c) Photography; A number of photographs would be taken from the studies site. The 

pictures would be grouped according to the relevant topics which shall be tackled. A digital 

camera would be used in taking the pictures. 

d) Measurements; Measurements of lengths, height and diameter would be undertaken. 

Instruments to be used include traditional measurement systems with hand, foot, and 30m 

long tape measure. 

 

3.4 Research Approach and Design 

The study conducted by using exploratory and descriptive research approach, through 

observational study in applying on the cross-sectional study areas. Yin, (2009) suggests 

that research design may actually be more powerful for explanatory purposes in its ability 

to answer questions of ‘How’ and ‘Why’. Therefore, this design was chosen to meet the 

objectives of the study, which answers the questions “Why” and “How” by using the 

research methods.  
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3.5 Selection of Study Areas and Houses 

According to Yin, (2009) the researcher has the right to select cases straight forward or 

using certain techniques based on the researcher’s prior knowledge or complexity level of 

the study. The selection of studies areas and buildings by using Purposive selection method 

based on observation of the house design style, accessibility and time constraints. Two 

factors are in place for the selection of the cases, looking for the place, which assumed the 

first settlement area, is the first factor. The second factor is the location. Taking four case 

studies buildings representing Gamo typical vernacular houses from the selected 

communities. Therefore, three-clustered case areas are; Dorze, Gerese, and Boreda.  

Table 6 the selection summary of the case study areas and vernacular houses. 

 

 

3.6 Techniques of Data Analysis   

The all collected data sets have been analyzed descriptively and presented in pictures, 

drawings, maps, sketches, tables, and also interpreted by using document analysis for 

interviews and focus group discussion. It has been analyzed by using 2D and 3D 

architectural software’s. The data analysis has been done in parallel with the research 

objectives. Which, means the data in both cases analyzed separately and together based on 

their nature of closeness and similarity. Furthermore, the data gathered from different 

individuals on the same issue presented and analyzed one after the other. After all, the data 

interpreted by giving necessary descriptions about each and every one of data were 

analyzed.  

 

 

 Name of deres  Types of keeththa 

 

Total House  Typology  Existing  Demolished  Compound 

1 Dorze, Hayzo 18 Yarra  18   3 

2 Gerese, Durbe 26 Karra  21 5 5 

4 Gothoma 1 3 

3 Boreda, Demba 

chilli’ashe 

8 Boreda  3 5 4 

Total   56   43 13 12 
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3.7 Documentation Methods   

According to Umar (2008), the conservations in vernacular architecture are documenting 

indigenous knowledge. The building documentation is a process of recording, categorizing 

and dissemination of information, through both graphics and written mediums.  

3.8 Structure of Documentation  

INTRODUCTION 

METHODOLOGY

HISTORICAL SOCIO-CULTURAL

COMMUNICATION

CATALOGUING AND 

DIGITIZATION

DOCUMENTATION

REVIEW OF LITERATURECONVENTIONAL

 DOCUMENTATION OF GAMO HIGHLAND VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

DISSEMINATION RECORDING 

ARCHITECTURAL

BACKGROUND STUDY

Direct Observation

Drawing And Sketching

Photography

Interviews 

Focus Groups Discussions?

Questionnaire

Contextual review

Theoretical review 

 

Table 7 The structure of data documentation. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ANALYSIS  

4.1 Dorze Vernacular Houses 

The study area of Dorze is one of 40 communities of Gamo highland deres and known by 

the dispersed settlement and the study was conducted on the west of Dorze town, Hayzo 

village residents on the selected compounds of the  typical Dorze vernacular (Yarra 

keeththa) type  of house (fig. 30, 31).  

Figure 28 Hayzo village, the study area of Google map lmage. 

Figure 29 Dorze Hayzo residence settlement village Google map location. 
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1) Compound Pattern and Houses  

Most of the time the house located in a compound within a compound and surrounded by 

the false banana (enset/uuththa) vegetable and bamboo plant (woyisha) and also, about four 

generations of peoples have been lived. The house with this formal structure is called 

keeththas. In most cases, such keeththas would be located in a compound called gattas, 

with other building used for cooking traditional kitchen house (ura), grain storage(gottara), 

son’s house (nattu keeththa), and guest house (imatta keeththa). The compound itself is 

generally surrounded by the bamboo woven fence called qarrixxa dirrissa and the main 

house is oriented or facing towards its compound entrance gate.  The other house such as 

sons and guest houses used for the sleeping purpose. In the compound, houses increased 

from the only one house in the compound which includes all generations of one family. 

When the number of the family increases the house number also increase in the compound.  

 

The compound has been sustained about 150 years without demolishing and the existing 

houses are inherited from their families and also it has been continuing for the next new 

generations. The compound shows the real sustainability concepts or the cycles of the 

ecosystem of five Gamo wogas elements such as; living things and natural 

resources/landscape (merreta bitta), farmlands (goshsha bitta), human(assa) and domestic 

animals or livestock (mizza/mehhe). The harvests from the backyard agricultural farmlands 

give all the food sources for human beings and household animals as well as construction 

materials, the by-products and wastes from the animals used for floor mesh and house 

beautifying, and manure has collected for natural compost for farmlands.  

 

According to local elders, the incredible things in the compound site are Grandmother 

house (woga ayo keeththa) has been stayed for about one hundred fifty years by using 

resetting and replacement of the house and changing the functional purposes. The woga 

ayo keeththa has been inherited from the first generation to the current fourth generations 

through rearrangements and changing the purpose and decreasing height of the house. The 

house moved from place to place by supporting a large number of peoples about sixty local 

peoples.   
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2) Natural Construction Materials  

The Dorze house is called ‘all in one type of house’, the term implies that the house is 

constructed from only one material of bamboo (woyisha) and its products. The bamboo 

trees (woyisha mitta) were abundantly available before about long time ago because of the 

local weather conditions was good for the growth of the bamboo trees, but now it is at high 

risk of endangered. The bamboo white leaf-like materials (qadda) used for the roof 

covering, the stem part is split into pieces (poshsho) and weaved with itself for strengthen. 

All parts of the building elements constructed from (woyisha) bamboo materials. The 

structure of the houses from top points to the bottom external surface covered by the 

(qadda) bamboo leaves.  

The three commonly used bamboo species (woyisha mitta sheshsha) in the Gamo Highland 

communities, especially in the Dorze, Gerese and some areas of Boreda.  

Table 8 Locally available bamboo species in Gamo Highland communities. 

 

 Species name  Common name  Height  Diameter  

1 Phyllostachys aurea  Golden Bamboo  10-12 m 5-7 cm 

2 Bambusa multiplex Silver stripe Silver stripe Bamboo 13.7 m  3.81 cm 

3 Bambusa multiplex ‘Alphonse 

Karr’ 

pink color,   7.6 - 10.7m 1.27 - 2.54 cm 

Figure 30 Sketch analyses of vernacular houses located in residential compound, Dorze Hayzo village.  
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The natural construction materials of Dorze vernacular house. 

 

Harvesting time; The harvesting time for the bamboo materials is a critical and it must be 

harvested in winter (belge/bonne) season. The harvesting time for the bamboo materials is 

from January to February. The seasonal harvesting also used for replacing the new bamboo 

plants at the winter (Jun-August) season. The treatment of bamboo by using the smoking 

or firing in the house increases the strength of the bamboo weaving, fight insect attacking 

and decoy, age-old resistances. 

Collecting, transporting and marketing of bamboo leave of roof covering material (fig.33). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harvesting and preparing of bamboo construction materials (fig. 34 a and b). 

Table 9 Dorze house construction materials availability and usage. 

              Construction Materials Material usage in % Availability 

1 Qadda (Bamboo leaf) and  18 Locally available 

 Woyisha (Bamboo stem) 78 Locally available 

2 Susa (false banana fiber) 0.5 Locally available 

3 Gatta (roof covering grass) 1.5 Difficult to get 

4 Timber 1 Difficult to get 

Figure 31 a) Bamboo leave collection from the compound, b) Bamboo in the market place for purchasing. 

Figure 32 a) Bamboo construction materials Harvesting,  b) preparations of bamboo for construction. 
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Preparation of straw (banga dalla) of wall external layer covering materials (fig. 35 a, b).  

 

3) Construction Techniques 

The Dorze house in the Gamo highland areas is known by its high-quality weaving or 

crossing vertical and horizontal bamboo split (woyishsha poshsho), from the bottom base 

surface to top roof point.  The house is built by the supporting of community elders in a 

group together and also by the recognized builder and specialist. The owner of the house 

has also constructed their house and also for other communities’ people’s houses of the 

same typologies of Yara keeththa. In the house construction, there are about 25-40 peoples 

have been participated from the site selection to finishing of the houses.  

 

a) The site selection and preparation 

According to local elders of Zewude, (2019), the site selection for the house is according 

to the family, and the owner needs assessments, psychology, behavior and considering 

socio-cultural practices and communities wogas. The site selection criteria for the new 

house is flying crucial roles for the selection for the newly built site. The newly built couple 

house (mishira-keeththa), children (nattu keeththa) and guest house (imatta keeththa) and 

other new building houses are in one compound area. When the site selected, preparation 

works started together with local elders and leveling of the site through traditional 

measurement systems and techniques like the foot (thooho), hand (kushshe) and other 

traditional measurement methods are used.  

Figure 33 a) Banga Dalla construction materials,         b) banga dalla in the grain harvesting site. 
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b) Construction Phases 

Dorze peoples live in the vertical house that reaches a height from (6 to 12 warra) 

approximately 1.5-6 meters. Around their houses, they have gardens. The structure of the 

house is made of split bamboos driven into the ground along a circle, approximately every 

20 cm (tammu kushshe). A series of horizontal bamboos are woven between these 

elements, forming ever decreasing circles as they rise to a gently curved arch shape. The 

bamboo structure then covered with bamboo leaves called qadda. Small openings at mid-

height allow the smoke to vent but keep the upper area filled with smoke to reduce sparks 

from igniting the roof.  

 

The lower part of the walls which covered by straw (banga dalla) is not protected and 

therefore attacked by termites and affected by rainfall, damp and humidity, so houses tend 

to sag about 20 cm every 4 years. The family continues to live there as long as the house 

is not too low, then they rebuild. The age of the hut can be gauged by the height. Dorze, 

Hayzo house has six phases from the starting to finishing of construction. When finishing 

the phases, all phases have a celebration day and when the first phase has finished a large 

number of peoples are celebrating by eating and drinking because the owner wants to 

shows his economic capacity and income level. The other peoples do not accept this kind 

of habit and said that it is harmful or not recommended, because it increases the total costs 

of the house and it is not a good habit for low-income peoples.  

 

First phase; this phase is called bitta basse (site preparation/clearance) and setting out 

using traditional measurement systems. The circle is drawn by using two kalicho mitta for 

starting the pile erection of add’e. The preparation of site after site selection is on anywhere 

in the compound and would be near to family members and farmlands (fig. 36 a and b). 
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Second phase; this phase is called add’e, is vertical bamboo members which erected in 

each member of add’e’s right and lift sides and used to the weaving of horizontal members. 

And also, it is half of the split bamboo and which is used for strengthening the structure. 

And it is turning its back to outside and being medium for the two qise's. This phase is 

erecting the bamboo split add’e pile systems encircling the whole circles measured by 

traditional measurement systems. This phase used to decide the height and span of the 

house because the houses are not separated from bottom wall elements to the top of the 

roof (fig 37 a and b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Third phase; this phase is called qisse, is quarter of the bamboo, used as strengthening the 

structure, and which is turning its back to inside and being beside of the add’e. This phase 

is started next to add’e pile erection. Qise is used to supporting another strength for add’e 

piles (fig. 38 a and b). 

kalicho 

mitta 

    Xoylle 

   Add’e 

Figure 35 a) Encircling Add'e post,                      b) starting of weaving of horizontal bamboo members. 

Figure 34  a) Setting out for the site clearance, preparation,   b) site clearance, preparation and leveling. 
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Fourth Phase; this phase is called qoshshe, it is the wall and roof bamboo weaving 

structural part of the house and finally, used to add front welcoming structures in front of 

the entrance of the house. This welcoming entrance or porch like structure is called zono 

and this part of house internally used for the guest sleeping areas and seating (fig 39 a, b).  

 

The standing for the builders which made from bamboo materials is called (eqqo 

mitta)/Scaffolding. Scaffolding inside the structure for builder standing (fig. 40 a and b). 

Figure 38 a) Builders standing inside house on scaffolding,  b) standing in (eqqo mitta) and putting a wet strip into 

place. 

Qisse 

Figure 36 a) Adding qisse's in both sides of add'e's,    b) qisse’s added at right and lift sides of adde’s.  

Figure 37 a) Weaving the wall parts of the bamboo materials, b) Adding scaffolding standing structure. 
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Adding qoyixxe: in the top cape which is found over the roof, and finishing the structure 

of the rooftop with qoyixxe bamboo (fig. 41 a and b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adding zone (porch-like welcoming entrance structure) in the front elevation (fig. 42 a and 

b). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fifth phase; this phase is called (pollo) finishing; adding bamboo leave (qadda) and straw 

(banga dalla) thatch in the external surface covering and Gutto in the top of the roof (fig. 

43 a and b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41 a) Bamboo leave covering the roof part,             b) finishing the house by adding Gutto in the top of roof. 

Figure 40 a) Beginning of the zono porch structure,            b) weaving the zono structure.  

Figure 39 Weaving the bamboo qoyixxe kamma, b) Finalizing the weaving with qoyixxe in the top of roof. 

Qadda Banga dalla Gutto 
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Moving the house for resetting instead of demolishing; The other features of Dorze houses are 

living long times with resetting or moving place to place with the help of large numbers of 

peoples. When moving from place to place the height of the house decreases. When we see 

the entrances, the design of entrance used for a long time and if the porch entrance removed, 

the second open door entrance used. House being moved; men are inside, women outside; 

people brace it with long bamboo poles to keep it from falling as it comes downhill. The 

zono is not staying for a long time with the body of the house when the house is staying a 

long time, the height of the house decreases and the bottom part of zono is removed and 

used only for symbolic entrance porch structure (fig. 44 a and b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The roof and porch (zono) external covering bamboo white like leaves (qadda) changes. 

The houses tend to sag about 20 cm every 4 years (fig. 45 a and b). 

 

Figure 42 a) Resetting of Dorze house,                                b) moving the house with supporting of peoples. 

Figure 43 The qadda roof covering material change,  b) the zono external covering qadda materials. 
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In the Construction techniques of Dorze, Hayzo vernacular house, the four main things 

must be considered such as; construction, labor, materials, and finishing (Table 6).  

Table 10 the construction, materials preparation and finishing costs of the Dorze Hayzo house.  

 Types  Time  Peoples 

1 Materials 3-5 months  30-40 

2 Constructions 3 months 35-45 

3 Finishing 15-20 days 1-5 

4 Labour  ---------------- 1 Artisan  

 

 

Table 11 The Dorze Hayzo house construction, materials preparation and finishing costs. 

 

 

4) House Design Concept and Idea  

The concept of the house image is directly copied from the elephant shape, and seen in the 

yara keeththa type of house in the front entrance porch like the structure of zono. The zono 

internally used for the guest, waiting and bedrooms in both sides’ areas. According to the 

oral history of local elders, the form of yara keeththa house used to memorize the desertion 

of elephants and before one hundred years ago, the elephant animals lived for long times, 

the peoples are used for their day to day activities and they had high interaction with this 

animal.  
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The form development from elephant shape in both sides of elevations (fig. 46 and 47 a 

and b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The existing houses of Dorze, Hayzo village (family house, grandmother and couple house) 

(fig. 48 a b and c). 

 

Figure 46 a) The main house (wogga keeththa), b) woga ayo keeththa (grandmother house), c) Couple house 

(Mishshira keeththa). 

Figure 44  a) Elephant sketch from front,             b) Form development in front elevation. 

Figure 45 a) Elephant sketch from side,   b) form development sketch,               c) Dorze house sketch. 
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5) Architectural Functions and Spatial Organizations  

The base of the house is leveled, the division of the upper and lower area is a key part of 

the local conceptual ordering. The lower part the house is called zed’e and where this is 

livestock cattle living area and for the horse, the small stock may her too, it is a place where 

the manure produced and later used for the agricultural natural organic urea. And this place 

is used for other multipurpose things like women’s shower, giving birth and other secret 

traditional purposes. The upper part of the house is known as wuwe, and this is main living, 

eating and sleeping areas for the household head.  A bench run along with the central 

partition of the house and small puff-like seat shid’a are speared around for people to sit 

on.  At the end of the wuwe, perpendicular to the central partition is the bed, where the 

senior couple sleep, along the upper wall parallel to the central partition, is a second bed. 

 

  

The internal rooms are partitioned by qurrixxo (split bamboo partition wall), and the house 

have five rooms; such as livestock (mihhe aqqo), living and dining (wuyige), sleeping 

(qoli’aa), kitchen (urra) and guest house (immatta aqqo), or externally added porch-like 

entrance area spaces called zono (guest and waiting areas). The living and eating areas is 

centrally placed and used as a central space or used as corridor and furnished with animal 

skin weaving on the wood frame chair are called oyide and in the central surface, the living 

and dining there is a fireplace choche for heating of all rooms and bamboo treatments from 

insect pesticide and decaying. 

 

 

The sleeping areas are located side by side in one dominance room structure of yara 

keeththa type of house and which means the spaces within space concept. All the three 

beds are defined by the small height vertical wall partition (qurrixo) with bed areas 

dimensions. Other rooms are partitioned by one point five meters high bamboo 

partition/qurrixo wall, the livestock rooms for the house animals like horse, Got and cattle, 

and they think as living with animals because the inhalation from animals is used for 

heating and giving life for their survives. There are changes in the external and internal of 

the house; roof covering bamboo white leaf (Qadda), changed two times in the last forty 
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years for the roof and wall covering materials. The roof covering materials must be changed 

in twenty years intervals. The promotion for change is because of aging, decoying and 

water dampness courses (Zewude, 2019) (fig 49 a and b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Living and dining (wuyige), animal skin weaved furniture (oyide) and central fireplace 

(co’che) for the smoking of the house (fig. 50 a and b).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47  a) Spaces of yara keeththa typology,                                b) 3D section view of Yara keeththa. 

Figure 48 a) The living, dining and fire place,                                   b) eating breakfast in living and dining.  
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The functional spaces of the Dorze Hayzo vernacular Yara type of house. 

Table 12 The Dorze Hayzo vernacular house functional spaces, areas and percentage of the 

rooms. 

 

In the group discussion, the family members said that they have always understood that the 

modern houses are not better than Dorze vernacular house because the houses are not 

differently improving living standards and comfort levels. They have no interest in the 

modern iron corrugated sheet and HCB concert houses. In the Dorze house changing the 

internal partitions of the rooms according to the adaptability and changes of the function 

with family need assessments. The artisans are working on the Dorze vernacular house in 

different villages in the same communities/deres. However, now the vernacular house is at 

risk in the different village areas of Dorze communities, because of the indigenous 

construction materials scarcity, the increasing domination of iron corrugated sheet and 

HCB concert houses. 

 

And also, in the group discussion with the family members, they consider that the modern 

houses are not comfortable for living, not simple to construct, not flexible, not mobile. The 

iron corrugated sheet and HCB concert houses are not environmentally feasible, 

sustainably and unconnected with the ecosystems. The Dorze Hayzo vernacular Yara 

keeththa type of house functional in spaces, aesthetical in form, and low cost of 

construction materials and shows the interconnections with ecosystems without harming 

the environment of the house and it is the part of the environments. The real sustainability 

concepts seen in the Dorze houses. 

 

 Functional spaces  Areas (in square feet) Percentage  

1 Living and dining (Salonne) 24 32% 

2 Sleeping areas (Qolli’a) 15 20% 

3 Guest room (Imata aqo) 6 8% 

4 Kitchen (Ura)  8 10% 

5 Livestock (Mehe aqo) 18 25% 

6 Storage (Gotara) 5 5% 

 Total  76 100% 
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6) Drawing, Details and Sketching  

 

 

Figure 50 Front Elevation of Yarra keeththa typology. 

Figure 49 Floor plan of Yarra keeththa typology. 
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Figure 51 Left side elevation of Yarra keeththa typology. 

Figure 52 Section 1 of Yarra keeththa typology. 
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d) Three dimensional views 
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Figure 54 a) The compound site Dorze Hayzo couple house (mishira keeththa), grand mather house (ayo keeththa). 

Figure 53 Section Two of Yarra keeththa typology. 
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7) Quantity Survey and Bill of Quantity  

The Dorze Hayzo vernacular architecture, Yarra keeththa typology of 12 warra 

(approximately 6meter) diameter house quantity survey and bill of quantity. The cost of 

construction materials is based on the current February, 2019 market price. All 

quantification is using traditional measurement systems. All the traditional measurement 

systems are described in the table 26.  

Table 13 Quantity survey and BOQ of Dorze vernacular house 

No Description 

Unit in pcs  Qty 

Unit Rate (In 

Ethiopian 

Birr) 

Amount 

  1. Excavation & Earth Work         

1.1 
Site clearing and removing of the top 

soil (2 kushshe thick). 
warra2 452.16 7.50 3,391.2 

  2. Pilling Work        

2.1 
1 warra/50cm piling wall below 

NGL split bamboo  
Pcs   40 12  480 

  3. Bamboo Weaving wall and roof         

3.1 
1 kushshe bamboo weaving wall 

above NGL 
Pcs 852 12 10,224 

  5. Roofing         

5.1 Roof covering in Qadda 1 kushshe Pcs/qashsho 152 62 9,424 

  6. Carpentry and Joinery         

6.1 Wooden door         

   D1= Size 90   x 180 cm No. 1 220 220 

  7.Finishing Work         

 7.1 (1 biraxxe) thick oshsha mesha  warra2 226.08  2 452.16 

 7.2 
(3 biraxxe) thick bamboo wall 

additional layer  
Pieces  338 12 4,056 

7.3 Sussa/wodoro/Golla Pieces/qashsho 10  20 200 

7.3 Banga Dalla Pieces/qashsho 28 5 140 

  TOTAL CARRIED TO SUMMARY     

  

28,587.3

6 
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Table 14 Natural construction materials cost. 

Materials  Quantity  Unit price  Total price 

Qadda/ bamboo leaves  152 qashsho 62 9,424 

Woyishsha/ bamboo split 1250 in pieces  12 20928 

Banga Dalla 28 qashsho 5 140 

Sussa/wodoro/Golla/ fiber 10 qashsho 20 200 

Oshsha meshsha 226 .06 Warra squares  2 452.16 

Total    31144.16 

 

Note; the costs of all construction materials are based on the current February 2019 

market. 
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 4.2 Gerese Vernacular Houses  

The Gerese is one of 40 communities of Gamo highland deres and known by the dispersed 

settlement and the study was conducted on the North of Gerese town, in the Durbe village 

residents on the selected compound of  typical Gerese vernacular houses of karra and 

goththoma keeththa type (fig. 57 and 58).  

 

 

In the Gerese, the traditional houses are classified into two types such as Kara and Gootoma 

keeththa. The kara keeththa is now abundantly constructing in the areas, but the Gootoma 

keeththa is now in a high risk of disappearing trait. The kara keeththa is different from the 

Gootama keeththa in their number of central posts ordering, style, and techniques, but 

somehow construction materials are similar. The number of the central posts also 

depending on the span length and the diameter of the house. The kara keeththa type of 

house constructed by the only artisans of the traditional specialist builders and it is difficult 

to construct within a group of mass peoples. The builders of the houses have full indigenous 

knowledge of the traditional karra keeththa type and skilled in the Gerese.  

 

Figure 55 Gerese Durbe village resident settlement area. 
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The Kara keeththa type of house identified with its numbers of central posts ordering and 

the conical circular shape and circular in the plan. In both houses the number of vertical 

posts is showing the capital or the income levels of the owner. The posts are used to support 

the upper parts of the roof structure. The kara keeththas are classified into five, which 

depending on the central post numbers; such as 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 karra posts houses 

depending upon the span of the structure. The Goothoma (Zuffa) keeththa type known in 

the different construction techniques and rectangular in plan. This type of house, the 

supporting of roof structures instead of kara, the zuffa types posts used. The zuffa central 

posts are separated the internal rooms into two and large central axis posts which supported 

the whole roof structure. The Gootama keeththa style is also more than three central posts 

of 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 karra.  

 

1) Compound Pattern and Houses   

Most of the time the house located in a compound within a compound. The house with this 

formal structure is called gattas, such gattas located in a compound called herra, with other 

buildings used for livestock house (mehhe keeththa). The compound generally surrounded 

by the false banana(uuththa/enset) and the main house is oriented or facing towards its gate 

or compound entrance of large grass field called karre.  The main house used for family 

member living and sleeping purposes and other houses such as livestock used for the cattle 

and house animals living purposes. The houses have more than three internal central posts 

and this type of house totally changed by the rectangular iron corrugated sheet house.  

 

 

The compound patterns for karra and goththoma keeththa are similar and increased from 

the only one houses in the large compound which include all generations of one family. 

When the number of the family increases the house number also increase in the compound. 

The head of family members said that they lived other settlement areas before 32 years 

with his father. In this settlement area, they lived about 32 years ago and the compound 

site is inherited from his father. The selection of the current living compound is with the 

supporting of the local elders and his father. The suitability for living, socio-cultural 
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interaction and soil fertility checked before selecting the site, so the selection of the site is 

directed by the family members, communities’ elders and the occupant of the houses.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 56 Sketch analyses of vernacular houses located in residential compound. 

Figure 57 The compound site of Gerese Durbe village communities. 
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2) Natural Construction Materials  

First the ideas of construction generated from the owner, all the construction materials are 

beginning to collect from different areas within one year. The harvesting of construction 

materials is based on the seasonal, most of the time from September to February for 

frequently used materials and this season called bonne/belg, the seasonal harvestings are 

used for the construction materials strengthens, durability and replacement for the new 

planting. The climatic conditions of the Gerese categorized under Subtropical weather 

(weina dega or gezze), this climatic condition helps the locally available construction 

materials abundantly, but at recently the change of climatic condition is critically 

challengeable for the plants and animals’ biodiversity. Especially for the bamboo trees in 

the back-yard areas of the Durbe village. The Durbe village is one of the Gerese kebele’s 

and known in the bamboo construction house. The bamboo trees are highly grown, large 

in the diameter and suitable for the weaving of bamboo horizontal and vertical members 

each other.  

 

Table 15 Available bamboo species in Gamo Highland Communities. 

 Species name  Common name  Height  Diameter  

1 Phyllostachys aurea  Golden Bamboo  10-12 m 5-7 cm 

2 Bambusa multiplex Silver stripe Silver stripe Bamboo 13.7 m  3.81 cm 

3 Bambusa multiplex ‘Alphonse Karr’ pink color,   7.6 - 10.7m 1.27 - 2.54 cm 

 

The harvesting systems and selection of the bamboo trees for the construction materials 

based on the height, age, thickness and season, these all are critical for the strength, 

resistance for the insect attack and decoying of the materials. But the thin and young 

bamboo materials used for the fixing of the horizontal and vertical weaved bamboo with 

the wall and roof structures. The bamboo trees used for the wall internal decorations and 

the ceiling of the roofs, but large thick bamboo trees are used for the wall piling and roof 

structures of the Gerese Durbe house. The materials (alkasha, girca, bar’ee, poshsho and 

mallo) used to joint system of mega or the horizontal member with wall and roof elements, 

which used to stability and strengthens of the house. The roof covering grass thatch 
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construction materials called Gatta and locally available in the same areas, but in the Durbe 

village, it’s difficult to get gatta or grass thatch materials. The commonly used construction 

materials for Karra and Gothoma keeththa type of houses are; shola, warka, waniza, tside, 

gatta and woyisha. All the construction materials availability, distance, harvesting time and 

treatment types are summarized in table 9 below. The availability of materials is 

categorized under three measurements such as locally available, available in difficult and 

not available.  

 

Table 16 The Gerese Durbe houses construction Materials; Availability, distance, Harvesting 

time and Treatment types. 

Materials  Availability Distance Harvesting time Treatment types 

Galunda Available  5km Jan-Feb Insect attack 

Ochcha Difficult to get 20-30 km Any time Decay  

Woyisha Difficult to get 30-35 km Jan-Mar Insect attack 

Mollu Available 2-5km Jan-Mar Insect attack 

Gatta Difficult to get 20-30km Oct-Jan Decay  

Wanizza Not available 20-30km Any time Decay  

Woyira Difficult to get 20-30km Any time Decay  

 

 

3)  Construction Techniques 

The vernacular house of Gerese, site selection, construction, and occupation phases are 

done in sequence. The houses are constructed by; the owner, the artisan/builder and in a 

group with community’s elders and youths. It’s difficult to identify the exact number of 

peoples which are participated in the construction, but around 100 peoples are participated. 

It’s had names for each phase in the constructions such as site preparation (bitta bassa), 

construction (keexxo), roof covering (gatta kamma) and finishing (pollo). For all phases 

from beginning to finishing of construction, it needs about 12 months. For material 

preparation about 4 weeks (oyiddu samintta), for site preparation about 4-weeks (oyiddu 

samintta), construction 6 months (usuppun agina) and finishing 2 months (nam’uu agina). 
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a) Kara keeththa construction technique; The construction phases have four phases 

from site selection to finishing of the houses such as; bitta bassa, keexxo, gatta kamma 

and pollo.  

Phase one; (bitta bassa) site selection/preparation; The head of the family member with 

the supporting of local elders and communities wagas, and this wogas used for the selection 

of construction site with well-organized manner for living purposes. The selected site 

should be suitable and must be near to the surrounding compounds to their family members. 

The next step is site clearance, leveling and exaction began with the local communities in 

together. The total number of participants in this work about forty peoples from the 

community’s elders. This phase includes different tasks such as; the site selection, top farm 

soil clearance and excavations for the wall about 1 warra or approximately 50 centimeters 

(1 warra) encircling the central point’s depending on the length of radius were done. 

 

Phase two; construction phase (keexxo); the wall piles erected in the excavated circular 

hole and joint/fixed with horizontal bamboo members. All encircling wall piles are erected, 

and then the roof supporting posts are erected in parallel with wall tasks. The bamboo 

weaving system used in the interior wall and ceiling surface decorations. The upper parts 

of the roof structure totally constructed from the bamboo construction materials. And in 

the other villages the roof structure constructed from chefeqa with the bamboo (woyisha) 

materials and used to erecting the kara posts for the supporting of roof structures depending 

on the span and loads of the structures. 

 

Setting out (bitta bassa) of the layout point, erecting wall (Godda) piles and supporting 

posts (karra) (fig. 61 a, b and c). 

 

Figure 58 a) Setting out of the layout point,         b) erecting wall piles,            c) erecting the supporting posts. 
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Erecting the supporting karra posts for caring of roof structure and adding supporting 

circular membered for roof structure (fig. 62 a and b). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Phase three; Roof structuring and covering (karra zandida weaving and gatta kamma); in 

this phase, the rooftop point structure is prepared in the ground and lifted by using 40-60 

numbers of peoples. Starting the roof structures of weaving the bamboo from the top points 

to the bottom wall and externally covered by the grass thatch. 

 

The roof weaving structure (zandida) prepared in the ground and lifted by the local elders, 

and the finished roof structure with woyirra zandida weaving for covering of grass thatch 

(gatta)(fig. 63 a and b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 60 a) Zandida parts of roof which prepared in the ground,  b) The zandida structure parts of roof. 

Figure 59 a) Erecting the kara posts for supporting of roof structure, b) adding supporting circular membered. 
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The top roof connecting or supporting circular materials (shidhdha) and the walls details 

of Karra keeththa type of house (fig. 64 and 65). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase four; final finishing phase (pollo); finishing the outer surface areas with external 

layer grass thatch and internal partition space with bamboo weavings. 

The structural frame, wall, roof structure and roof covering of Karra keeththa (fig. 66 and 

67). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 64 a) Structure parts of roof and wall,    

b) Gerese karra keeththa. 

Figure 61 Sketch of Wall details of Karra keeththa type. Figure 62 Roof zandida details of Karra keeththa type. 

Figure 63 The roof covering, roof structure, 

wall and supporting posts. 

Roof covering with 

grass thatch (gatta) 

Roof Zandida 

structure 

Wall, supporting posts 

(karra) structures 
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The existing and 3D sketch view of karra keeththa type of house (fig. 68 a and b). 

 

Bamboo weaving (zandida) roof and the supporting central and posts(karra) (fig. 69 a and 

b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The type of the materials transporting and preparations, construction and finishing of the 

houses from the beginning to finishing are described table; 

Table 17 Gerese Durbe vernacular houses construction phases; materials preparations, 

construction and finishing. 

 

 Types  No workers  Times 

1 Materials preparations 40-50 5 months 

2 Site preparations  5-10 2 weeks 

2 Construction  48-60 4 months 

3 Finishing  5-15 2 months 

Figure 65 a) the Kara keeththa type house,                b) 3D sketch of karra keeththa house. 

Figure 66 a) Zandida roof structure prepared in ground,          b) bamboo roof weaving internal view. 
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b) Gothoma keeththa construction technique; In the zuffa keeththa type of house, the 

construction is beginning at the top of roof zandidde weaving or from the upper covering 

with thin cheffeqa fixing materials, and then the inclined purlin members from the top roof 

points to the bottom wall structures are lied to support the zandidde roof structure. The 

supporting posts are erected before starting the roof zandidde weaving because it used to 

support the whole roof structure. The wall structure erected in the excavated hole and fixed 

with the four horizontal bamboo materials called godda, its height about 1.5m(3 warra) 

and externally covered with buxxa or grass. The buxxa kamma (grass covering) is 

continued up to the whole roof and wall external surface parts. Finally, the top of the roof 

at the central parts, the gustte is put on the top of zuffa post.  

 

In all phases of the construction, they used the traditional measurement systems of feet and 

hands. These type of measurement systems are called warra, thango, and thooh, for 

examples; 4-cubit house (oyiddu warra), 6-cubit house (ussuppun warra), 8-cubit house 

(hossippun warra) and the largest house is 12 cubits (tammanne nami’u warra). The houses 

height, span, diameter or lengths are depending on these systems. If the radius of house 

increases, the height of the houses also increases and also, the numbers of the supporting 

posts also increase and depending the loads and span lengths. Depending on the span length 

and aging of the house, some additional supporting posts are added for additional support 

of the roof structures, these supporting posts are called tuqqe. Tuqqe is the inclined vertical 

posts used to additional supporting systems for the large span and old house from the falling 

and increasing of the strength. Taago was similar with tuqqe, but different in the supporting 

systems and materials quality.  Taago is well prepared vertical supporting posts and laid 

without disturbing the aesthetics and space of the houses (fig. 70 a and b). 

Figure 67 a) Tuqqe additional roof supporting, and       b) Taago roof supporting posts system. 
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Goothama keeththa construction process is totally different from the Kara keeththa type. 

In these types of house, the constructions began from the top with weaving the bamboo to 

the bottom wall. The process and phases in these constructions’ techniques as followings;  

Phase one; The site selection and preparation (bitta bassa); the section of the constructions 

site, clearance, and excavations about 40-50 centimeters for the walls (fig. 71 a).  

  

Phase two; construction phase (keexxo); erecting all the wall constructions piles encircling 

the excavated hole and the wall/godda erected and rammed to support the roof structure 

(fig. 70 b). 

 

The roof structures are started by weaving the woyirra split and continues to the wall ends, 

the top roof structures are weaved with supporting of central posts (fig. 72 a and b). 

 

Figure 68 a) setting points for exaction,                                            b) erecting wall mitta piles. 

Figure 69  Roof supporting posts with zandida,            b) adding inclined roof wood structure. 
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The roof structure works, zandida weaving, central roof supporting post and additional two 

posts are added after finishing of zandida structure weaving (fig. 73 a and b).  

 

Adding additional supporting posts and roof structures and also, adding roof external 

surface covering and internal wall decoration with bamboo weavings (fig. 74 a and b).  

 

Phase three; Roof covering (gatta kamma); the roof covering with grass thatch (fig. 75 a 

and b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 71 a) Three central posts for roof supporting,          b) the whole roof structure.  

Figure 72 a) Covering the entrance porch with grass thatch, b) adding grass thatch(gatta) in roof structure. 

Figure 70 a) Gothoma keeththa roof zandida structure,      b) adding woragge structure. 
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Phase four; final finishing phase of the house (pollo); the finishing of the keeththa (fig. 

76). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4) House Design Concept and Ideas; Karra and Gothoma keeththa 

In both types of house designs, the concept of the house is generated from different factors 

such as functionality factors, local climatic and the need for occupants.  In the Karra 

keeththa type of house, the requirements for the design of the houses are based on the need 

assessments of the owner, the functionality and cultural practice. The house’s design is 

considering local cultures, occupants needs, and family numbers. The central posts, which 

supports all the structure of house and used for showing the symbolic identification of the 

household head and the economic capacity of the owner. The kara keeththa type house are 

known in the circular conical shape and well-organized internal space arrangements. But 

the Goothoma (Zuffa) keeththa is fillet rectangular in the plans and trapezoidal shapes in 

the forms. Both houses are slightly similar in their internal space layout arrangements, 

organizations and construction materials.  

 

 

Figure 73 3D sketch view of Gothoma keeththa type. 
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5) Architectural Functions and Spatial Organizations  

The internal spaces layout plan is aligned and interconnected with the special organizations 

and the space arrangements. In both Kara and Gothoma keeththa spaces are living and 

dining (wulasso), sleeping (qolli.a), kitchen (tamma qolli’a) and livestock (mizza aqo). But 

in some village’s livestock house are separately constructed from the main house and the 

house is constructed in front of the main house. The spatial relationships of spaces are 

arranged based on the functional relationships and sequence with considering the privacy 

for the occupants and animals. The changes in the internal partition wall or external layer 

are applied in the house for treatment purpose and maintenance of the house. The 

promoting of such type changes are an increment of family members, climatic change, 

decaying and aging of the materials, and insect attack.   

 

The roof covering grass thatch is changed in one time in two years interval, because of the 

aging of materials, and internal wall partition change because of aging of materials. They 

always understood that the modern the house is better than vernacular house, because the 

modern house is pleasing, beautiful and interesting, due to the high costs, disappearance 

and lack of different natural materials. They considered that the modern house is a house 

constructed from HCB, A burnt clay bricks, stone and it is roofed by iron sheets. The good 

with their current house is all-inclusiveness of the house, due to they are living with 

household animals, and the breathing or inhalation from animals increase the temperature 

amount in the house because they are living in the highland areas of cold climate.  

 

The livestock house (mehhe aqqo) zaddallo and the kitchen house (tamma keeththa) fig. 

77 a and b). 

Figure 74 a) Livestock (mehhe aqqo zaddallo) house,                      b) Kitchen (tammo soo) areas. 
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The livestock/household animals staying called mehhe aqqo/gaxxata and kitchen areas (fig. 

78 a and b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The old black zandida weaving because smoking for heating and materials treatment (fig. 

79 a and b). 

 

The new roof zandida weaving, internal partition wall(qurruxxo) of sleeping areas (fig. 80 

a and b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 76 a) Three roof supporting posts,                                    b) Zandida roof weaving of old house. 

Figure 77 a) The roof weaving (zandida),                           b) sleeping areas (qolli'a). 

Figure 75 Livestock sector (Mihhe aqqo),                              b) kitchen fire place (tamma/choche). 
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Table 18 The functional space program, areas and percentages of the Gerese Durbe village 

vernacular houses. 

 Spaces  Areas in square feet Percentages 

1 Wullaso (living and dining) 26 36.11 

2 Qolli’a (sleeping areas) 12 16.67 

3 Tamma soo (kitchen) 8 11.11 

4 Mizza aqqo (livestock) 22 30.56 

5 Storage  4 5.56 

 

The building elements materials, techniques costs and descriptions in the Gamo highland 

Gerese Durbe village vernacular architecture. 

Table 19 the Gerese Durbe vernacular architecture building element’s construction 

materials, techniques and costs comparisons. 

 Elements  Materials  Techniques  Steps  

1 Footing  Woyira, wanza Erecting  First  

2 Floor  Clay soil, manure Leveling  Fifth  

3 Walls  Woyira, waniza Weaving  Second  

4 Roof Bamboo Weaving  Third  

6 Doors  Wanizza   Final  

7 Ceilings  Bamboo  Weaving  Fourth  
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6) Drawing, Details and Sketching  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 78 Floor plan of Karra keeththa. 

Figure 79 Front Elevation of Karra keeththa. 
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Figure 80 Left Side elevation 

Figure 81 Section two of Karra keeththa type. 

1palm bamboo weaving 
(1 kushe woyisha)  

1 palm grass thatch (1 kushshe 
gatta)  

1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) 

meshsha  1 palm (1 kushshe) bitta  
 

1-cubit selective 

materials (1 warra) Ground (xagga bitta)   
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Figure 83 Floor plan of Gothoma keeththa type. 

1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) 

meshsha  1 palm (1 kushshe) bitta  
 

1-cubit selective materials (1 warra) ichcha 

bitta  Ground (xagga bitta)   
 

1palm bamboo weaving (1 

kushe woyisha)  

1 palm grass thatch (1 kushshe 

gatta)  

Figure 82 Section one of Karra keeeththa type. 
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Figure 84 Front Elevation of Gothoma keeththa type. 

Figure 85 Left side elevation of Gothoma keeththa type. 
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1 palm bamboo leave (1 kushshe qadda)  
 

1palm bamboo weaving (1 kushe woyisha)  
 

1 palm (1 kushshe) bitta  
 

1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) woyirra megga 
 

Ground (xagga bitta)   
 

1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) meshsha  
 

1-cubit selective materials (1 warra) ichcha 

bitta  

1-cubit selective materials (1 warra) ichcha 

bitta  

1 palm bamboo leave (1 kushshe 

qadda)  
1palm bamboo weaving (1 kushe 

woyisha)  
1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) woyirra 

megga 

1 palm (1 kushshe) bitta  

Ground (xagga bitta)   

1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) meshsha  

Figure 87 section one of Gothoma keeththa type. 

Figure 86 section two of Gothoma keeththa type. 
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Details and Skeching   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 88 a) 2D sketch of Gerese door (fenge), and  b) 3D door of Gerese door (fenge). 

Figure 89 Livestock (mehhe aqqo) of cattle living areas (Zadalo mitta). 
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7) Quantity Survey and Bill of Quantity  

The Gerese Durbe vernacular architecture of Karra and Goththoma keeththa typology of 

12 warra (approximately 6 meter) diameter and 29*22 warra rectangular house quantity 

survey and bill of quantity. The cost of construction materials is based on the current 

February, 2019 market price. All quantification is using traditional measurement systems. 

All the traditional measurement systems are described in the table 26.  

Karra keeththa  

Table 20 Quantity survey and BOQ of Gerese karra keeththa type. 

Item No Description Unit in 

pieces  
Qty 

Unit 

Rate 
Amount 

  1. Excavation & Earth Work         

1.1 
Site clearing and removing of the top soil (2 

kushshe thick). 
warra2 452.16 5.00 2,260.8 

1.2 
Excavation in ordinary soil to a depth not 

exceeding 50 cm (1 warra) 
warra³ 81.60 35.00 2,856 

  2. Pilling Work        

2.1 
1 warra/50cm thick piling wall below NGL 

(Nornal ground level)  
pcs  40 60 2,400 

  3. wood wall and zandida roof         

3.1 
1 kushshe thick wall and roof above NGL with 

mitta 
pcs 420 28 11,760 

  4. Roofing         

4.1 Zandida roof with woyirra/bamboo split  pieces 420  12 5,040 

4.2 Roof covering in gatta/grass thatch 1 kushshe qashsho 128 50 6,400 

  5. Carpentry and Joinery         

5.1 Wooden door         

   D1= Size 90   x 180 cm No. 1 250 250 

  6.Finishing Work         

 6.1 (1 biraxxe) thick oshsha mesha  warra2 226.08  2 452.16 

 6.2 (3 biraxxe) thick bamboo wall additional layer  Pieces  542 12 8,130 

 6.3 Sussa/wodoro/Golla Pieces  10  25 250 

  TOTAL CARRIED TO SUMMARY        39,798.96 
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Natural construction materials cost  

Table 21 Natural construction materials quantity and price of karra keeththa. 

Materials  Quantity  Unit price Total price 

Godda/ mitta wood 40 Godda 60 2,400 

Mitta worrage  420 Mitta  28 11,760 

Woyishsha/bamboo  962 in pieces  12 11,544 

Gatta/grass thatch 128 qashsho 50 6,400 

Sussa/wodoro/Golla 10 qashsho 25 250 

Zandida roof woyirra  420 in pieces  12 5,040 

Total    37,394 

Note; the costs of all construction materials are based on the current market  

 

Goothoma keeththa 

Table 22 Quantity survey and BOQ of Gothoma keeththa type. 

Item 

No 

Description Unit in 

pieces  
Qty 

Unit 

Rate 
Amount 

  1. Excavation & Earth Work         

1.1 
Site clearing and removing of the top soil (1 

kushshe thick). 
warra2 561.67 5.00 2,808.35 

1.2 
Excavation in ordinary soil to a depth not 

exceeding 50 cm (1 warra) 
warra³ 92.00 35.00 3,220 

  2. Pilling Work        

2.1 
1 warra/50cm thick piling wall below NGL 

(Nornal ground level)  
Pcs  62 60 3,720 

  3. wood wall and zandida roof         

3.1 
1 kushshe thick wall and roof above NGL 

with mitta 
Pcs 484 28 13,552 

  4. Roofing         

4.1 Zandida roof with woyirra/bamboo split  Pieces 450  12 5,400 

4.2 Roof covering in gatta/grass thatch 1 kushshe Qashsho 128 50 6,400 

  5. Carpentry and Joinery         

5.1 Wooden door         

   D1= Size 90   x 180 cm No. 1 250 250 
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  6.Finishing Work         

 6.1 (1 biraxxe) thick oshsha mesha  warra2 561.67  2 1,123.3 

 6.2 
(3 biraxxe) thick bamboo wall additional 

layer  
Pieces  534 15 8,130 

 6.3 Sussa/wodoro/Golla Pieces  10  25 250 

  TOTAL         44,853.65 

 

Natural construction materials cost  

Table 23 Natural construction materials quantity and price of Gothoma keeththa type. 

Materials  Quantity  Unit price Total price 

Godda/ mitta wood 62 Godda 60 3,720 

Mitta worrage  484 Mitta  28 13,552 

Woyisha/Bamboo  534 15 8,130 

Woyishsha/ bamboo split 450 in pieces  12 5,400 

Gatta/grass thatch 128 qashsho 50 6,400 

Sussa/wodoro/Golla/ fiber 10 qashsho 25 250 

Zandida roof woyirra weaving 450 in pieces  12 5,040 

Total    42,492 

Note; the costs of all construction materials are based on the current market  
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4.3 Boreda Vernacular House 

The Boreda dere is one of 40 communities of Gamo highland deres and known by the 

dispersed settlement and the study was conducted on the South of Zefine town, in the 

Demba Chilli’ashe village residents on the selected compound site of  typical Boreda 

vernacular (Boreda keeththa) type house (fig 93 and 94). 

 

 

1) Compound Patterns and Houses  

Most of the time the house located in a compound within a compound. The house with this 

formal structure is called gattas, such gattas located in a compound (herra), with other 

buildings used for livestock house (mehhe/mizza keeththa), youngman house (yellaga 

keththa), couples house (mishshira keeththa). The compound surrounded by the false 

banana (enset or uththa) and the main house is oriented or facing towards its large 

compound grass field area called garichcho.  The main house (wogga keeththa) used for 

family members living and sleeping purpose and other houses such as livestock used for 

the cattle or animals living purposes, young children and couples.  

 

 

Figure 90 The study area of Boreda Demba chilli'ashe village settlement. 
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In the compound, about four-generation is lived, when the number of the family increases 

the house number also increase in the compound. The head of family members said that 

their families are lived other settlement areas before 121 years ago. In this settlement area 

the compound site is inherited from his grandfather. The selection of the current living 

compound is with the supporting of the local elders and communities wogas. The suitability 

for living, socio-cultural interaction and soil fertility checked before selecting the site, so 

the selection of the site is directed by the family members, communities’ elders and the 

occupant of the houses.  

 

 

 2) Natural Construction Materials  
 

The construction materials now difficultly available, far a distant, expensive and not got in 

the free. So, the construction materials collection, preparation, and transportation began 

before one and a half years. The collection in their compound areas used to quantify all 

required construction materials. The harvesting of the construction materials is according 

to the seasonal and the permissions of the community’s elders of Gamo wogas. The 

construction materials usages are varying from communities to other communities based 

on the climatic conditions and the materials availabilities. In the case of Boreda Chilli’ashe 

village the construction materials are; zaffe, sussa, ochcha, woyira, gatta and wanizza.  

Figure 91 Sketch analyses of vernacular houses located in residential compound. 
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Table 24 the construction materials list, availability, harvesting time, costs and treatments of the 

Boreda Chilli'ashe vernacular architecture. 

 

3) Construction Techniques 

The houses construction mostly in the groups of communities’ elders, youths and woman 

are participated in the house construction in preparing food and drinking for the workers. 

In the Boreda keeththa type of house construction, a large number of peoples about 60-80 

are participated and they have their own teams in a group together for common goods is 

called mahabara. This mahabara traditional Boreda elders’ group of peoples governed by 

the Gamo wogas and for constructing their dwellings and other interrelated purposes. 

 

Phases of construction; The construction of the houses classified into four phases;  

Phase one; (keeththa mitta shisho); collection, preparation, and transportations of the 

construction materials. These working times takes about one year and five months. 

Phase two; (bitta bassa); site selection, clearance of the top farmland soils, leveling for 

measurements and excavations of encircling of the central posts (fig 96 a).  

 

 Materials  Availability  Harvest time  Treatment  

1 Zaffe  Available Feb -march  Decay  

2 Sussa  Difficult to get Any time  Decay 

3 Ochcha  Difficult to get Any time  Insect attack 

4 Gatta  Difficult to get Nev – march  Fire  

5 Wannizza  Available  Anytime  Insect attack 

Figure 92 a) Setting out for site clearance and excavation,    b) Erecting pile for wall structure. 
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Phase three; construction phase; (keexxo); erection central post and walls, the roof 

structures and finishing all the structural pats of the houses (fig. 96 b, 97 a and b). 

 

The details of wall (godda), roof structures (woyirra zandida) (fig. 98 and 99 a and b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 93 a) Zandida weaving of Roof structure,                     b) 3D section view of Boreda keeththa. 

Figure 94 a) Wall section details,                     b) wall freehand sketch of wall structure. 

Figure 95 a) Central post with (shidhdha) roof supporting,             b) roof structure of zandida. 

3 warra 

Radius 1 warra  
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Roof (Karra) 

Structure 

(Zanidida) 

Wall (Godda) 

Figure 96 The whole structure of Boreda keeththa. 

Phase four; finishing the house by (gatta kamma) roof covering the wall external surface 

and roof with gatta grass thatch, finishing the internal partition walls (fig. 100 and 101). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sketch view of Boreda, keeththas; including main house (woga keeththa), grandmother 

house (woga ayo keeththa), and couples house (mishshira keeththa) (fig. 102). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 97 Grass thacth roof covering (gatta), Zandida roof 

structure, and Wall and roof supporting structure. 

 

Figure 98  The compound site sketch of Boreda Demba Chilli'ashe village. 
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The existing view of Boreda, Demba Chill’ashe keeththa type of house family/main house 

(woga keeththa and couples house (mishshira keeththa) (fig. 103 a and b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 25 the four phases of the materials collection, preparations and transportation, site 

selection and preparation, construction and finishing phases of Boreda Chilli'ashe vernacular 

architecture. 

 

 

4) House design concept and ideas 

The form of the Boreda vernacular house is the conical shape and circular in the plan. The 

circularity of the forms is directly copied from the waving of the water when the stone is 

throwing on the surface of water bodies. The Boreda keeththa type of houses is large in 

their span and the diameters of the internal spaces and the measurements used by the 

traditional feet and hands. All the traditional houses are measured in this system, the large 

twelve-cubit house is called Tamane namu’u wara keeththa. The spans of the houses show 

the capitals, and influences of the owners in the communities, because the construction, 

materials harvesting, and finishing needs the high amounts of money. The dominations of 

the recently emerged houses are now abundantly practiced, peoples accept and about 90 

percent of them are living. 

 Phases  Costs expense in percent  Period  Labours 

1 Materials  32% 1 year 12-20 

2 Site preparation  8% 2 weeks 24-30 

3 Construction phase 45% 12 weeks 60-80 

4 Finishing  12% 15 days 4-10 

5  Total  100 % 478 days  100-160 

Figure 99 a) The existing view of family house (woga keeththa), b) couples’ house (mishshira keeththa). 
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The water weaving view of form development in the Boreda keeththa type (fig. 104). 

 

5) Architectural functions and spatial organizations  

The Boreda keeththa spaces are; living and dining (wuyige), sleeping areas (qolli’a), 

kitchen (tamma soo) and livestock (mizza aqo). They are living with livestock in the wogga 

keeththa and the inhalation from cattle is used as increases the temperature in rooms.  The 

spatial relationships between spaces arranged based on the functional relationships and 

sequence with considering the privacy and safety for the occupants and animals living with 

them. The change in the internal partition wall and external covering grass thatch is in 2 

years interval. The promoting of such type changes is decaying of the materials, insect 

attack and aging of the materials.  They understood that the iron sheet and HCB concert 

modern houses are better than traditional houses in the construction methods but not for 

living purposes. 

 

 

The (wuyige) living and eating areas are centrally placed and used as a distrusting space or 

used as corridor and furnished with animal skin weaving on the wood frame chair is called 

oyide and in the central place in the living and dining there is a fireplace choche for heating 

of all rooms and bamboo treatments from insect pesticide and decaying. There are changes 

in the external or internal of the house; roof covering grass thatch (gatta), changed two 

times in the last four years. The roof covering materials must be changed in two years 

intervals. The promotion for change is because of aging, decoying and water dampness 

courses. 

 

Figure 100 a) The form development of the top view,        b) elevation view of form development from water. waving. 
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Table 26 Functional space list and areas in square foot. 

No  Spaces  Areas in square feet 

1 Wuyige(living and dining) 26 

2 Qolli’a(sleeping) 12 

3 Tamma soo (kitchen) 8 

4 Mizza aqo (livestock) 22 

 

 

 

The sleeping area (qolli’a) and the new built house bamboo partition wall (qurixxo) (fig. 

105 a and b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The living and dining (wuyige) area sitting furniture and livestock (mizza aqqo) (fig. 106).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 101 The sleeping area (qolli'a),           b) new built sleeping area (qolli'a) partition wall. 

Figure 102 a) Living and dining areas sitting furniture,    b) Livestock area (mizza aqqo). 
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The traditional tools hanging over the partition bamboo wall (quruxxo) and the woyira 

weaving wall (fig. 107 a and b). 

 

Table 27  Boreda  vernacular architecture building element’s construction materials, 

techniques and costs comparisons. 

 Elements  Materials  Techniques  Cost Expense in % Steps  

1 Footing  Zaffe, wanza Erecting  13.5  First  

2 Floor  Clay soil, manure Leveling  0  Finishing 

3 Walls  Ochcha Waniza zaffe, Sussa  Erecting  32  Second  

4 Roof Gatta Zaffe, tsidda   43 Third  

6 Doors  Wanizza   2.5  Finishing 

7 Ceilings  Zaffe, tsidda Weaving  9 Fourth  

Figure 103 a) Traditional tools hanging over partition wall (quruxxo),    b) the woyira weaving wall. 
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6) Working drawing, details and sketching  

 

Figure 104 Floor plan of Boreda type of house. 

 

 

 Figure 105 Front Elevation of Boreda type of house. 
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Figure 107 Section two of Boreda keeththa. 

1 palm bamboo leave (1 kushshe qadda)  
 

1palm bamboo weaving (1 kushe woyisha)  
 

1 palm (1 kushshe) bitta  
 

1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) woyirra megga 
 

Ground (xagga bitta)   
 

1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) meshsha  
 

1-cubit selective materials (1 warra) ichcha 

bitta  

Figure 106 Right elevation of Boreda keeththa. 
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1 palm bamboo leave (1 kushshe qadda)  
 

1palm bamboo weaving (1 kushe 

woyisha)  

1 palm (1 kushshe) bitta  

1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) woyirra megga 

Ground (xagga bitta)   

1-digit finger (1 biraxxe) meshsha  

1-cubit selective materials (1 warra) 

ichcha bitta  

Figure 108 Section one of Boreda keeththa. 

Figure 109 a) The roof top details,                                             b) wall details of Boreda keeththa. 
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Freehand sketching  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 110 a) 2D freehand sketch of door,  b) 3D freehand sketch of Boreda keeththa door (Pannigge). 
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7) Quantity survey and Bill of quantity  

The Boreda vernacular architecture of Boreda keththa typology of 12 warra 

(approximately 6meter house) diameter house quantity survey and bill of quantity. The cost 

of construction materials is based on the current February, 2019 market price. All 

quantification is using traditional measurement systems. All the traditional measurement 

systems are described in the table 26.  

Table 28 Quantity survey and BOQ (Bill of quantity) of Boreda keeththa typology. 

Item 

No 

Description 
Unit in pieces  Qty 

Unit 

Rate 
Amount 

  1. Excavation & Earth Work         

1.1 
Site clearing and removing of the top soil 

(2 kushshe thick). 
warra2 452.16 8.00 3,617.28 

1.2 
Excavation in ordinary soil to a depth not 

exceeding 50 cm (1 warra) 
warra³ 81.60 45.00 3,672 

  2. Pilling Work        

2.1 
1 warra/50cm piling wall below NGL 

(Nornal ground level)  
Pcs  46 60 2,760 

  3. Mitta Weaving wall and zandida roof         

3.1 1 kushshe mitta wall above NGL Pcs 452 38 17,176 

  4. Roofing         

4.1 Zandida roof with woyirra Pcs  432 28 12,096 

4.2 Roof covering in gatta 1 kushshe Qashsho 152 50  7,600 

  5. Carpentry and Joinery         

5.1 Wooden door         

   D1= Size 90   x 180 cm No. 1 260 260 

  6.Finishing Work         

 6.1 (1 biraxxe) thick oshsha mesha  warra2 226.08  2 452.16 

 6.2 
(3 biraxxe) thick bamboo wall additional 

layer  
Pieces  400  15  6,000 

7.3 Sussa/wodoro/Golla Pieces  10  20 200 

  TOTAL CARRIED TO SUMMARY        53,833.44 
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Natural construction materials cost  

Table 29 Boreda keeththa, Natural construction materials quantity and price. 

Materials  Quantity  Unit price Total price in birr 

Godda/ mitta wood 46 Godda 60 2,760 

Mitta worrage  452 Mitta  38 17,176 

Gatta/grass thatch 152 qashsho 50 7,600 

Sussa/wodoro/Golla 10 qashsho 25 250 

Zandida roof woyirra  432 in pieces  28 12,096 

Total    39,882 

Note; the costs of all construction materials are based on the current market. 

 

4.4 Gamo Highland Deres Construction tools and measurement systems   

1) Traditional construction tools 

The preparations of bamboo and wood construction materials, construction of house 

constructed by using different traditional tools such as; kalita and Beexxe (the splitting and 

weaving instruments of bamboo), Bacca and mashsha tools used for cutting 

sussa/turra/wodoro and grass materials, xoylle tools used for digging excavation. and 

qoyixa (used to ramming) (fig. 115, 116, 117). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 111 a) Bacca and mashsha tools,                                       b) Kaltta cutting tools.  
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2) Traditional measurement systems  

The traditional measurement systems of Gamo Highland communities by using hands 

palms(kushse), feet (Toohho) and body (boolla) for measuring the length, height and 

depths of the houses (fig 119, 120 and 121).  

Table 30 Gamo Highland Communities traditional measurement systems. 

Measurement systems  Common Name  Traditional Name  Standard average 

measurement  

Hand measurements  

Systems  

Fathom  Kummeththa assa 1.80 meters  

Yard  Assa bagga 90 cm  

Cubit  Warra 50 cm  

 Bubbuxe 45 cm  

Span  Takarro  10 cm  

Palm  Kushshe  5 cm  

Finger (Digits) Birraxxe  2 cm 

Leg measurements 

Systems 

Face/step  Tango  1 meter  

Foot span  Thooho  30 cm  

Leg  Gullibata  60 cm  

 

Figure 112 a) Beexxe cutting and splitting tools,          b) Xoylle digging tools for excavation. 

Figure 113 a) Shovel (Akaffa),                                                               b) lader (Yangara) 
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Figure 115 Body with hand measurement systems. Figure 114 a) Cubit (Warra), b) Bubbuxxe hand measurement. 

Figure 117 a) Hand Span (takarro), b) Palm 

(Kushse), c) Finger (Digits) (Birraxxe). 

Figure 116 Figure 121 a) Face/step (Tanggo, and b) Foot span 

(thooho) foot measurement. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

RESULT  

5.1 Gamo Highland Keeththas 

Gamo highland is a mountainous area and the houses are built on the sloping hillside to 

some extent and in few flat natural landscape areas for three reasons: to prevent outside 

forces, to protection themselves from out breaking flood and to protect themselves from 

diseases like yellow-fever. The peoples live in dispersed settlements and organized into 

many different deres. The construction of the houses is different from deres to deres 

depending on the usage of the materials, the house design and style, space organizations 

and forms. The layout of the houses is always topologically the same, but the details vary 

from house to house. There are different types of Gamo highland keeththa which has been 

used to live in different deres. All deres’ houses are different in their materials, techniques, 

spatial organization and forms. Common features for the houses are built by locally 

available materials, indigenous knowledge, circular in a plan and somehow similar plan 

layout internally. There are no defined classifications, but according to local elders and 

artisans the Gamo highland keeththas classification; Dorze house is called yarra, Gerese 

house are karra and goththoma(zuffa) and Boreda house called Boreda keeththa.  

 

 

According to Gedion, as soon as a given culture or way of life has changed, its form would 

become meaningless, lack of cultural value, social needs, and economic cost. The 

disappearance of the typical Gamo keeththa is the disappearance of all elements, because 

it interrelated with its environment. The houses are located in a compound within a 

compound, and generally surrounded by the bamboo (woyisha) and false banana (uuththa). 

All of these elements that occur within deres include (keeththa)/vernacular house, 

(mehhe/mizza) /home animals, crop plants uuththa/false banana/ as well as a number of 

others cycle through ecosystem. Without the recycling of these elements life in the 

ecosystem could not have existed continually or it became distort from usual. 
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The first one is ending the smell and making ready to become comfortable to live in. When 

the smoke is taking place the little of it are absorbed through their roof, absorbed by uuththa 

by their leaves, finally it evaporates in the process of transpiration. Behind of this all 

reasons the house able to control the weather of inside. The second is familiarized with 

uuththa, If the plant is near to the house, it can absorb more smoke. Then it grows fast and 

the leaves became wide. Thirdly it is interrelated with domestic animals. The fourth is 

highly linked with crop production. Those domestic animals eat more uuththa’s leaf and 

other grass. Similarly, the people can get more dung after feeding those animals and the 

dung is taken as fertilization for farm crops. After using this fertilization, the steam of 

barley and wheat become long in height and strong. This steam is used as cover for Gamo 

vernacular houses in highland areas. 

 

 

5.2 Compound pattern and houses 

Most of the time the Gamo highland houses are located in a compound within a compound 

and surrounded by the false banana (enset/uuththa) vegetable and bamboo plant (woyisha). 

The house with this formal structure is called keeththas. In most cases, such keeththas 

would be located in a compound called gattas, with other building used for cooking 

traditional kitchen house (ura/tamma soo), grain storage(gottara), son’s house (nattu 

keeththa), and guest house (imatta keeththa). The compound itself is generally surrounded 

by the bamboo woven fence called qarrixxa dirrissa. The main house is oriented or facing 

towards its compound entrance gate or large grass field called garrichcho.   

 

In the Dorze, the compound has been sustained about 150 years without demolishing and 

moving from original site to new areas by using local mechanisms. The existing houses are 

inherited from their families and also continuing for the next new generations. The 

compound shows the real sustainability concepts or the cycles of the ecosystem deres 

wogas elements such as; living things and natural resources/landscape (merreta bitta), 

farmlands (goshsha bitta), human (assa) and domestic animals or livestock (mizza/mehhe). 

The harvests from the backyard agricultural farmlands give all the food sources for human 
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beings and household animals as well as construction materials, the by-products and wastes 

from the animals used for floor mesh and house beautifying, and manure has collected for 

natural compost for farmlands. The incredible things in the compound site are Grandmother 

house has been stayed for about one hundred fifty years by using resetting and replacement 

of the house and changing the functional purposes. The woga ayo keeththa has been 

inherited from the first generation to the current fourth generations through rearrangements 

and changing the purpose and decreasing height of the house. The house moved from place 

to place by supporting a large number of peoples about sixty local peoples.   

 

5.3 Natural construction materials  

The bamboo construction material is commonly used in Gamo highland areas, especially 

in Dorze and Gerese and commonly used species are Phyllostachys aurea, Bambusa 

multiplex Silver stripe and Bambusa multiplex ‘Alphonse Karr’. However, in the bamboo 

plant species, not such a much study is conducted in the areas. The bamboo materials are 

at risks of disappearance due to the climatic conditions, scarcity of land and developments 

of urbanizations. The commonly used construction materials in Gerese and Boreda deres 

are; shola, warka, waniza, tside, grass (buxxa/gatta), woyirra and bamboo (woyisha). All 

these materials now disappearing from Gamo highland deres. The natural construction 

materials of Boreda deres house are zaffe, sussa, ochcha, woyira, gatta and wanizza.  

 

The construction materials are difficult to get and not available locally, and expensive. The 

climatic conditions of the Gamo highland categorized under Subtropical weather (weina 

dega or gezze), this climatic condition helps the locally available construction materials 

abundantly, but at recently the change of climatic condition is critically challengeable for 

the construction materials. Especially for the commonly used natural materials such as; 

bamboo (woyisha), grass (gatta/buxxa), false banana fiber (sussa/golla) and wood (woyira) 

and now all these materials are difficult to get from locally.  
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First the ideas of construction generated from the owner, all the construction materials are 

beginning to collect from different areas within one year. The harvesting of construction 

materials is based on the seasonal, most of the time from September to February for usually 

used materials and this season called bonne/belg, the seasonal harvestings are used for the 

construction materials strengthens, durability and replacement for the new planting. The 

collection in their compound areas used to quantify all required construction materials. The 

harvest of the construction materials is according to the seasonal and the permissions of 

the community’s elders of deres wogas. The construction material usages are varying from 

communities to other communities based on the climatic conditions and the materials 

availabilities.  

 

The Dorze house is called ‘all in one type of house’, the term implies that the house is 

constructed from only one material of bamboo and bamboo products. The bamboo trees 

were abundantly available because of the local weather conditions was good for the growth 

of the bamboo trees, but now it is at high risk of endangered. The bamboo white leaf-like 

materials used for the roof covering, the stem part is split into pieces and weaved with itself 

for strengthen. All parts of the building elements constructed from (woyisha) bamboo 

materials. The structure of the houses from top points to the bottom external surface 

covered by the (qadda) bamboo leaves.  

Table 31 Gamo Highland communities house construction materials availability and usage. 

Materials  Used in house Distance 

in kms 

Harvesting 

time 

Treatment types 

Galunda Gerese 5km Jan-Feb Insect attack 

Ochcha Gerese and Boreda 20-30 km Any time Decay, insect attack  

Mollu Gerese 2-5km Jan-Mar Insect attack 

Gatta Dorze, Gerese and 

Boreda 

20-30km Oct-Jan Decay  

Wanizza Gerese and Boreda 20-30km Any time Decay  

Woyira Gerese, Boreda 20-30km Any time Decay  

Qadda (bamboo leaf) and  Dorze 30-35 km Jan-Mar Fire, decay and insect 

attack 

Woyisha (bamboo stem) Dorze, Gerese 30-35 km Jan-Mar Insect attack 

Susa (false banana fiber) Dorze, Gerese and 

Boreda 

Backyard  Any time Decay  

Gatta (roof covering grass) Dorze, Gerese and 

Boreda 

25-35 Nev – march Fire  

Timber Dorze, Gerese and 

Boreda 

35-40  Decay and insect attack 

Zaffe  Boreda 5-10  Feb -march Decoy  
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5.4 Construction techniques  

According to Gamo highland elders, the site selection before construction is according to 

the family, and the owner needs assessments, psychology, behavior and considering socio-

cultural practices and communities wogas. The site selection criteria for the new house is 

flying crucial roles for the selection for the newly built site. The house, particularly in the 

Dorze and Gerese, has been made from split bamboo (poshsho woyisha), woven like an 

upside-down basket, and then thatched with the bamboo’s (woyisha) stem produce leave-

like white roof covering materials called Qadda, These type of construction are not the 

same in the other deres, particularly in the Boreda, in other areas instead of qadda, grass 

thatch (gatta) roof covering used. The house construction style of Boreda is somehow 

different in natural construction materials, techniques, and forms of the houses. 

 

The vernacular house of Gerese, are constructed by; the owner, the artisan/builder and in a 

group with community’s elders and youths. It’s difficult to identify the exact number of 

peoples which are participated in the construction, but around 100 peoples participated. It’s 

had names for each phase in the constructions such as site preparation (bitta bassa), 

construction (keexxo), roof covering (gatta kamma) and finishing (pollo). For all phases 

from beginning to finishing of construction, it needs about 12 months. For material 

preparation about 4 weeks (oyiddu samintta), for site preparation about 4-weeks (oyiddu 

samintta), construction 6 months (usuppun agina) and finishing 2 months (nam’uu agina).  

 

The house is built by the supporting of community elders in a group together, recognized 

builder and specialist. In the construction, there are about 25-40 peoples have been 

participated from the site selection to finishing of the houses. The houses construction 

mostly in the groups of deres’ elders, youths and woman are participated in the in preparing 

food and drinking for the workers. In the Boreda house construction a large number of 

peoples about 60-80 has been participated and they have their own teams in a group 

together for common goods is called mahabara. This mahabara traditional Boreda elders’ 

group of peoples governed by the Gamo wogas and for constructing their dwellings. 
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In all phases of the construction, they used the traditional measurement systems. These 

type of measurement systems are called warra, thango, and thooho. The proportioning of 

the house is depending on the span length, height and diameter. The height, span, and 

diameter of the houses increases, the numbers of the supporting posts also increase and 

depending the loads and span lengths. Depending on the span length and aging of the house, 

some additional supporting posts are added for additional support of the roof structures, 

these supporting posts are called tuqqe. Tuqqe is the inclined vertical posts used to 

additional supporting systems for the large span and old house from the falling and increase 

the strength. Taago was similar with tuqqe, but different in the supporting systems and 

materials quality.  Taago is well prepared vertical supporting posts and laid with disturbing 

the aesthetics and space of the houses. 

 

5.5 House design concept and ideas 

The form of the Gamo highland vernacular house is the conical shape or the circular in the 

plan and trapezoidal or rounded rectangular in the plan. In the Boreda keeththa the 

circularity of the forms is directly copied from the waving of the water when the stone is 

throwing on the surface of water bodies. The concept of the Dorze house image is directly 

copied from the elephant shape, and seen in the yara keeththa type of house in the front 

entrance porch like the structure of zono. The zono internally used for the guest, waiting 

and bedroom areas.  

 

The central posts, which supports all the structure of the used for showing the symbolic 

identification of the household head and the economic capacity of the owner. The spans of 

the houses show the capitals, and influences of the owners in the communities, because the 

construction, materials harvesting, and finishing needs the high amounts of money. The 

karra keeththa type house are known in the circular conical shape and well-organized 

internal space arrangements. But the Gootoma (Zuffa) keeththa is rounded rectangular in 

the plans and trapezoidal shape in the forms. Both houses are slightly similar in their 

internal space layout arrangements, organizations and construction materials. Gamo 

highland house designs and concepts generated from different factors such as functionality 
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factors, local climatic and the need for occupants.  The house's design is considering local 

cultures, occupants needs, and family numbers.  

 

5.6 Architectural Functions and Spatial Organizations 

In the Dorze yarra keeththa, the spaces are divided in to two; upper and lower. The division 

of the upper and lower area is a key part of the local conceptual ordering. The lower part 

the house is called zed’e and where this is livestock cattle living area (mehhe/mizza aqqo), 

it is a place where the manure produced and later used for the agricultural natural organic 

urea. And this place is used for other multipurpose things like women’s shower, giving 

birth and other secret traditional purposes. The upper part of the house is known as wuwe, 

and this is main living, eating and sleeping areas for the household head.  A bench run 

along with the central partition of the house and small puff-like seat shid’a are speared 

around for people to sit on. 

 

 

The internal rooms are partitioned by qurrixxo (split bamboo partition wall), and the house 

have five rooms; such as livestock (mihhe aqqo), living and dining (wulasso/wuyige), 

sleeping (qoli’aa), kicthen (urra/tamma soo) and guest house (immatta aqqo), or externally 

added porch-like entrance area spaces called zono (guest and waiting areas). The living and 

eating areas is centrally placed and used as a central space or used as corridor and furnished 

with animal skin weaving on the wood frame chair are called oyide and in the central 

surface, the living and dining there is a fireplace choche for heating of all rooms and 

bamboo treatments from insect pesticide and decaying. 

 

 

The internal spaces layout plan is aligned and interconnected with the special organizations 

and the space arrangements. In both Kara and Gothoma keeththa spaces are (living and 

dining), qolli.a (sleeping), tamma qolli’a (kitchen) and mizza aqo (livestock). But in some 

village’s livestock house are separately constructed from the main house and the house is 

constructed in front of the main house. The spatial relationships of spaces are arranged 
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based on the functional relationships and sequence with considering the privacy for the 

occupants and animals. The changes in the internal partition wall or external layer are 

applied in the house for treatment purpose and maintenance of the house. The promoting 

of such type changes are an increment of family members, climatic change, decaying and 

aging of the materials, and insect attack.  

  

5.7 Traditional construction tools and measurement systems  

The preparations of bamboo and wood construction materials, construction of house by 

using different traditional tools such as; kalita and Beexxe (the splitting and weaving 

instruments of bamboo), Bacca and mashsha tools used for cutting sussa/turra/wodoro and 

grass materials, xoylle tools used for digging excavation. and qoyixa (used to ramming). 

The traditional measurement systems of Gamo Highland communities by using hands 

palms(kushse), feet (Toohho) and body (boolla) for measuring the length, height and depths 

of the houses.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

DISCUSSION 

6.1 Discussion on the existing data  

The contribution of vernacular architecture skill and knowledge to the current housing 

development in Ethiopia is invisible. This resourceful indigenous knowledge sources are 

now vanishing away from our country.  However, few individuals and students who were 

studied the vernacular architecture are; Mehari, (2017) on the vernacular architecture of 

Argoba; Garedew, ( 2015) on the transformation of Konso vernacular houses; Teku, ( 2017) 

on the Characteristics and Transformation of Gurage House and Settlement; Eleni, (2018) 

Documenting the disappearing traditional ‘elfign’ and its settlement, in the North Shawa; 

Yalew, (2013) on the Transformation of vernacular house, compound and settlement of 

Gurage, etc… and Detailed shelter response profile; Ethiopia; Local Building Cultures for 

sustainable and resilient habitats by Enrique, (2018).  

 

Ethiopia is a vast highland complex of mountains and separated plateaus divided by the 

Great Rift Valley which runs Southwest to Northeast and is surrounded by lowlands, 

steppes, or semidesert. This diversity determines variations in climate, soils, vegetation and 

settlement patterns. The altitude range of the country is divided into 5 climatic zones: Kolla 

(Tropical weather), Woina Dega (Subtropical weather) and Dega (Cool weather), Bereha 

(Desertic) and Worch (afro-alpine areas above 3,200m). From these five zones Gamo 

highland deres altitude is categorized under dega and worch (around 3000m above sea 

level). Over the greater part of the highlands of Ethiopia, the climate is healthy and 

temperate. In the uplands, the air is cool in summer and bleak in winter.  
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Gamo highland is a mountainous area and the houses are built on the sloping hillside to 

some extent and in few flat natural landscape areas. The settlements of Gamo highland 

deres are similar with other Ethiopian highland traditional settlement areas such as Konso, 

North Shawa, and Argobba, Shonke Amba.  The most konso traditional villages (Palletas) 

are located at the hill side with the cultural landscape (Garedew, 2015) and the Argobba, 

Shonke Amba settlement is formed on the plateau at the altitude ranges of 1889-1925 

meters above sea level from Gudba open space to Aresho gend the most elevated point at 

the settlement (Mehari, 2017). The main reasons for the selection of the site was desire to 

settle on a defensive and strategically high land to protect themselves from war, culture 

from the surrounding and yellow fever agitation.  

 

In the Gamo Highland communities, the compound is fenced by the bamboo weaving 

(qurruxxo dirrissa), this type of habit similarly practicing in the Argoba, Shonke Amba, 

North Shewa and Konso areas of stone masonry fences. The compound is a rural and sub-

urban form regular polygon with a defined boundary and fenced by masonry. The 

compound is inherited from the family to sons only, since daughters get their shares from 

their husbands when they get married. The Gamo Highland communities had good 

understanding about the environmental protection and for the economical utilization of 

their natural resources, similarly this type of habit practiced in the Gurage and used to 

protect their environment from hazards. In this area there were a lot of field stones, with 

this stone they usually prepared a pit to store cow dung during summer to lately use in the 

winter time as energy source. They properly use their natural resources because in steady 

of wood they usually used animal by product for cooking foods. This cow dung is also 

being sold to the low-income urban residents and remains as a means of income generation 

for them till now. Thus, environmental protection, teamwork, economic utilization of 

resources, safeguarding, neighborhood, alternate construction material types and 

construction techniques, skills and experiences are some of important thing to learn (Teku, 

2017). 
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The construction materials are easily available within the settlement and even at the 

construction sites. The Gamo highland circular conical houses especially Gerese Karra and 

Boreda keeththa types are some similarity with other Ethiopian vernacular architecture of 

Konso, Gurage and North Shawa.  The Gerese karra keeththa type of house is similar with 

Gurage vernacular house is composed of conic (hyperbolic) and cylindrical volumes of the 

roof and wall respectively. The Gerese Goththoma type of house is similar with the Seimen 

Shewa vernacular architecture, the house is triangular and trapezoidal (oval) roof, 

rectangular plan rounded at the corners (Eleni, 2018). All the Gamo highland houses 

materials are somehow similar with the Konso, Agita and Manna houses. The houses are 

constructed with thatched roof and wall surfaces, having one exit and entrance door, Agita 

is constructed using wood as a traditional building material. Grass is used for making the 

thatched wall surface and two types of roof surface: the upper surface of the roof (Kekisha) 

and the lower part of the roof surface (Kabema) (Garedew, 2015).  

 

All of the North Shewa houses are made up of mainly from wood and stone and they have 

been used as the primary walling material for many years. Especially, Stone is continuously 

used as the primary walling material and compound pavement until now because it is 

widely abundant in the area. These days in some areas of the settlement, thatch roof has 

been replaced by corrugated iron sheet, azaba (cow dung floor) finish replaced by cement 

and stone wall have been replaced by hollow block concrete (HCB) wall, some doors and 

windows are also replaced by metal (Eleni, 2018). Also, in the Gamo Highland areas, all 

the indigenous construction materials are replacing by the recent iron sheet houses. 

 

The Gamo highland houses are only ground floor plan and similar with others of Konso 

Manna. Manna has special architectural functional spaces located on the ground floor level. 

But, Agita has two floor levels with different special functions. Their spaces are located at 

ground floor level and on the upper floor level with different uses. The upper floor level is 

supported by four columns (Kebeya) and it creates a secret spatial functional space called 

Kudda. Because of the presence of Kudda, this type of konso vernacular house is called 

Agita) (Garedew, 2015).  
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The Gamo house in the highland areas known by its high-quality weaving or crossing 

vertical and horizontal bamboo (woyisha) split and woyira zandida systems, in other 

Ethiopian traditional houses constructions are similar in their roof construction and the 

house built by the supporting of community elders in a group together and also by the 

recognized builder and specialist. and also, The North Shewa vernacular house 

construction steps starting from the lay out, the construction of 70cm thick masonry wall 

to erection of the columns and placing of the roof system is led by the artisans and done in 

group work (debo) (Eleni, 2018).  

 

In Gamo highland deres all the vernacular houses are constructed by using traditional 

measurement systems and tools. This type of practice are similarly done in the Gurage and 

they have a traditional measuring tool to divide and share their plots, which is called ‘entar’ 

a double of which is ‘shzir’ and twelve ‘shzir’ is one ‘wedero’ which is estimated to be 72 

meter or 84 meter depending on the clan, where some consider one ‘entar‘ to be equal with 

the length of six/seven stretched fore arm of a man. In the North Shewa there are also a lot 

of traditional construction equipment’s such as mofer, kenber, metrebia, jiraf, akafa, 

mekoferia and house hold items like, dibignit, mitad, jebena that made almost from local 

materials using local knowledge (Teku, 2017).  

 

The Sidamo, Sandicho and fengo types of houses are have similar in the construction 

materials, methods and forms of the Gamo highland houses. The houses are constructed 

from the bamboo materials and beehive-shaped round tukuls. Sandicho type of houses is 

different from sheeka and more similar with fengo but it is longer than fengo due to the 

requirement of ventilation to resist the temperature of the surrounding. The working 

material is bamboo tree. Fengo is the most known building type and use similar constriction 

material with sidancho (i.e. bamboo tree, tid as pillar). There might be several tukuls and a 

false banana vegetable garden in one compound. Compounds may be circled by a fence of 

woven bamboo. The framework is built with bamboo. Walls and roof are covered with 

grass and ensete leaves. There is usually a small front porch at the entrance. The space 

inside the house is shared by people (to the right) and calves (to the left). Furniture consists 

of beds and seats (Enrique, 2018). 
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The Berta and Gumuz houses in the Benishangul-Gumuz; have similar settlement and 

compound pattern as a Gamo highland areas of dispersed settlement and compound within 

a compound form. The houses are constructed from the bamboo woven materials and round 

in the forms. The Berta houses; family compounds (khosh) only have bamboo fences in 

cities and are formed by several constructions: one or a few round houses (shuli) built with 

an interwoven bamboo structure and thatched roofs, a granary, a raised platform to dry 

sorghum, a stockyard for sheep and goats and sometimes raised hen coops. Houses are not 

plastered, what allows cross ventilation, what is important in this hot humid climate region. 

Among the constructions that may appear in the compound there is a house for guests and 

houses for adolescent boys. The Gumuz houses are extended families live in fenced 

compounds, which have a main house (mes’a), one or more youngsters’ houses, goat pens 

and granaries. Nearby compounds are occupied by close relatives.  Houses are round. They 

are built with a bamboo structure and a conical thatched roof (Enrique, 2018).  

 

6.2 Reasons for disappearance of vernacular architecture 

The Gamo highland vernacular houses are also on the way of disappearing and the 

following are the main reasons which are causes disappearance for vernacular houses.  

 

1. Population growth and land scarcity; The population growth caused land scarcity and 

most of the farm lands are changed to residential compound forcing the vernacular housing 

characteristics to make some kinds of change and construction materials shortage.  

 

2. Urbanization; According to housing construction experts, as to Ato Mekonin, dwell 

mostly in around highland areas that exposes them to modernity which caused competition 

among the neighborhoods and pushed them to build houses with corrugated iron sheet. 

 

3. Shortage of local materials; according to local elders, the Shortage of construction raw 

materials in highland areas are the main problems for the disappearance of the vernacular 
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houses and the raw materials are not available enclose to their community as before and 

also becoming costly to buy. The most of Gamo highland areas are changed to farming 

lands due to various reasons. That caused lack of local building materials; especially the 

bamboo & grass became very expensive as there was no reserved land on which they are 

grown. And, that arose need to look for other opportunity to build houses in less price. 

 

4. Loge investment; Lodge construction and its investment are very high in Gamo. They 

contributed to scarcity of local building material in that they need grass and wood as their 

construction material. So, most of the highland deres people sell their grass for these 

investments. Then, the Gamo dwellers are forced to have their own grass with an expensive 

price. So, they are pushed to shift their direction to the use of modern building materials 

and hence change their houses. 

 

5. Termite attack, decay and fire; Describing the reason for change of Gamo highland 

vernacular houses like Kara keeththa to Elphign then to modern iron corrugated sheet, Ato 

Tadesse said that thatched wall surface of Karra is exposed to termite attack, decay and 

fire. So, that necessitated the need for change. The fire is the most dangerous things for the 

thatched grass houses and it needs the most manageable take care and treatments of the 

materials. Fire is its most communal in rural areas which has the potential to cause physical 

damage through burning. 

 

6. Climate change; The climatic changes affecting the environment through by increasing 

and changing temperature, rain fall, humidity, solar radiation, wind and pressure. 

Temperature is the most important factor that influences almost all the activities of animals 

and plants. Many organisms tolerate temperature changes by certain metabolic process and 

structural adjustments. These changes affect the availability of the construction materials 

and the comfort level of the houses which enforces the materials, construction and forms 

changes. Finally, the large amounts of construction materials are now disappeared. 
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7. Misunderstanding on Civilization; Globalization and Civilization is sometimes 

controversial term that has been accepted and used in several related ways. Primarily, the 

terms have been used to refer to the material and instrumental side of human culture that 

is complex in terms of technology, science, and division of labor. People were called 

"civilized" to describe a society or country that has a highly developed system of 

government, culture and way of life and that treats the people who live there fairly. The 

development in the life style does not mean directly imitating the life style of western 

culture, these means the development should not affect the vernacular architecture.  

 

8. Neighborhoods influence; The social interaction between peoples affects the life styles, 

culture and economies. In the Gamo highlands area the interaction of different deres with 

the neighborhoods affected the way of living and cultural practices. A neighborhood 

influence is in social psychology; influence in interpersonal relationship. Neighborhoods 

are often social communities with considerable face-to-face interaction among members. 

 

 

6.3 Consequences of Disappearance 

1. Lack of Cultural Value; The totally disappeared houses doesn’t respect cultural values 

of the Gamo highland deres wogas. Gamo highland elders, on their part, said the 

disappeared Gothoma keeththa do not have seen in the areas of Gerese areas.  

2. Social Needs; The disappeared houses are constructed without fulfilling the needs and 

the Gamo highland people do not like them. The explanation, the totally changed Gamo 

vernacular houses particularly Gothoma and Boreda keeththa has not respected the 

tradition of the Gamo highland deres.  

3. Economic Cost; In terms of economy, the totally transformed houses with its building 

material, form and space are not economical to construct; expensive than the Gamo 

vernacular houses. But they do not tend to last long. They always need maintenance. And, 

that is expensive to handle the maintenance as they do not have expertise knowledge. 
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6.4 Disappearance process  

Partial disappearance- Local elders said, some of the Gamo highland vernacular houses 

are partially disappeared in materials, form and spaces but still the vanishing respects the 

norms and culture of the society. These houses were seen in the Boreda and Gerese 

Gothoma keeththa.  

 

Total disappearance; some of the Gamo highland vernacular houses are totally changed; 

with building material, architectural space and form of the vernacular houses. These types 

of houses, as local elders described, are constructed with corrugated iron sheet roof using 

wood, Hollow concrete block wall & mud as building material for the wall and the circular 

vernacular housing characteristics are changed to rectangular in form. The total 

disappearance takes place by replacing the vernacular ones by iron corrugated sheet or 

Korkoro houses which are built in different homestead places majorly they are located in 

Boreda and Gerese the residential compounds. 

 

Normative disappearance- Wogga ayo keththa is the main house part of the Gamo 

highland vernacular houses. It is usually found on old settlement, where all other houses 

of the family, first sons and couple house (mishira keeththa). At present time, it becomes 

difficult to understand which ones are residential of elder sons or other houses in the 

compound.  

 

6.5 Shortcomings and solutions which are adapted in Gamo highland deres 

The most critical natural causes of deterioration of vernacular house include termites, 

moisture, rodents & birds, and insects. The impact of termites on the structural failures of 

wooden posts and supporting structures acting as major structural components of the 

building has the most devastating effect on it. The Anthropogenic Problems are various 

aspects of damages and decay that result due to impacts of human movements, incense 

burning, and other activities. There are different types of defects on the vernacular houses. 

These defects can be caused before or after construction. Some of those are: rain shading, 
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Weevils, Decay, Termites /kuysa /etc. The society can solve these problems by using their 

own mechanism before and after construction. The following are the problems and their 

prevention mechanisms: - 

 

Rain shading; Rain shading was defect on the houses which was caused by rain drop, and 

decays the structure of constructed houses. In this case, they take care for little shading by 

covering the specific place and if the drop covers wide place, they re-cover the whole body. 

 

Weevils /tstsonththa/; Weevils are types of beetle which destroy crops and bamboo trees. 

Which are caused decay the structure of constructed house. Therefore, to solve these 

problems the society can use two mechanisms. Those are taken before and after 

construction. When we say before construction, they use to cut the bamboo plant by 

looking the moon shines on the first four days of the year and after construction, they use 

to smoke different leaves of the smoking trees by mixing chilly for six hours in a day. This 

action takes place at least for month. 

 

3. Termites /kuyysa/; Termites are a small white tropical insect which eats, decay the wood 

and stores the soil on the ground. Also, it damages the physical grace of the house. The 

society can prevent these types of defects in two ways, thus are the former and lateral. They 

know that this problem is usual case, so that they take care by leaving slights gap between 

the ground and the covering grass. The next is they use to dig out the queen, when they see 

the stores of the soil near to their house. 

 

4. For decay of structure caused because of long time service; Decay of the wall structure 

is caused because of long time service of the house after construction. These types of 

problem are solved by repairing. The process is done by mixing new bamboo with the old 

one and cutting all around decayed parts of the grounded and then after re-plant on the 

ground. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Conclusions 

The term Vernacular is the house not professionally designed. They are “buildings of the 

people, by the people but not for the people” and “accommodating the values, economies, 

and ways of life of the cultures that produce them”. Vernacular architecture is a “native 

science of building”, the types of building made by people in tribal, folk, peasant and 

popular societies where an architect, or a specialist designer is not employed.  vernacular 

architecture evolved from centuries of experience of a people living under different 

climatic conditions worldwide. Africa vernacular architecture is a unique component of a 

country’s culture and also the most visual cultural components; for examples the pyramids 

in Egypt, 11 Rock hewn Lalibela churches and Axum obelisk in Ethiopia, all convey a 

unique image. This is called “genius loci,” the “spirit of a place”. Vernacular architecture 

is derived from local customs that have been passed from generation to generation. But in 

most (if not all) it is disappearing, being abandoned for western materials and techniques.  

 

According to Gebremedhin, (1971) vernacular housing in Ethiopia can be shallowly 

classified into four categories depending on wall types: timber structure with earth and 

fibers filling (chikka), load-bearing stone masonry walls with earthen mortar, bamboo and 

thatch walls and wood and mats huts. The Bamboo and thatch walls; This technique is 

found in the SNNP Region, especially in Gamo and Sidama. The bamboo weaving 

techniques are well known in the Gamo highland area. In these deres’ vernacular houses 

were different from deres to deres depending on the usage of the materials, methods, space 

organizations and forms of the house. The layout of the houses always topologically the 

same, but the details vary from house to house. Common features for the houses were built 

by locally available materials and indigenous knowledge, and somehow similar plan 

layout. There are four Gamo vernacular house types such as; yarra, karra, goththoma and 

Boreda. These varieties of houses happened because of social value, weather condition and 

the available materials which they have in their enclosed community.  

http://www.archdaily.com/tag/egypt/
http://www.archdaily.com/vernacular/
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The paper concludes that despite the impact of modernization in terms of styles, materials, 

and method of construction in recent times, the professionals, designers, and the 

researchers should be aware of the social-cultural and religious beliefs of users. The study 

work has arrived on the following concluding remarks regarding the documentation and 

conservation approach for the Gamo highland vernacular architecture: 

 

Throughout the highland people live in scattered settlements and are organized into many 

different deres. The settlements site also under the controls of the Gamo wogas. The five 

interconnected elements of the compound were showing the real sustainability concepts of 

ecosystems cycles, the failure from these elements was, the failure of whole systems, now 

the disappearance of the house was the failure of these elements. The house construction 

style, materials, and space usage also. The houses are located in a compound within a 

compound area, surrounded by false banana (enset/uuththa) and bamboo trees (woyisha) 

and about fourth generations of peoples had been lived. The house with this formal 

structure called keeththas. In most cases, such keeththas would be located in a compound 

or gattas, with other building used for cooking traditional kitchen house (ura/, tamma soo), 

storage(gottara), son’s house (nattu keeththa), and guest house (imatta keeththa).  

 

The house, particularly in the Gamo highland, have been made from split bamboo, woven 

like an upside-down basket, and then thatched with the bamboo’s stem produced leave-like 

white roof covering materials called qadda and called gatta. The Dorze houses called ‘all 

in one type of house’, the term implies that the house was constructed from only one 

material of bamboo. The three commonly used bamboo species were Phyllostachys aurea, 

Bambusa multiplex Silver stripe and Bambusa multiplex ‘Alphonse Karr’.  The commonly 

used natural construction materials were; shola, warka, waniza, tside, woyisha, zaffe, sussa, 

ochcha, woyira, and gatta. The climatic conditions of the Gamo highland categorized under 

Subtropical weather (weina dega or gezze), this climatic condition helps the locally 

available construction materials abundantly, but at recently the change of climatic 

condition was critically challengeable for the materials. But now a day the raw materials 

are not available to enclose to their community as before and also becoming costly to buy. 
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The Gamo house in the highland areas known by its high-quality weaving or crossing 

vertical and horizontal bamboo split and woyira zandida systems, from the bottom base 

surface to top roof points.   The house was built by the supporting of community elders in 

a group together and also by the recognized builder and specialist. The houses were 

constructed by; the owner, the artisan/builder and in a group with community’s elders and 

youths.  

 

 

The Gamo highland vernacular houses concept and ideas generated from copying of 

nature/metaphor or Biomimicry architecture. The Dorze house was copied from Elephant, 

and Boreda keeththa was from waving of water. According to the oral history of local 

elders, the form of yara keeththa house was because they used to memorize the 

disappearance of elephants and before one hundred years ago. In Gamo highland house 

designs, the influencing factors were; functionality, local climatic and the need of 

occupants. The spaces layout plan was aligned and interconnected with the special 

organizations and the space arrangements.  

 

 

The bamboo (woyisha) and woyira zandida weaving house of Gamo houses were classified 

as Yara, Karra, Gothtoma and Boreda keeththa type of houses according to local artisans 

and elders of Gamo communities. The internal rooms were partitioned by qurrixxo 

(bamboo partition wall), and the house had five rooms; such as livestock (mihhe/mizza 

aqqo), living and dining (wuyige/salone), sleeping (qoli’aa), kicthen (urra/tamma soo) and 

guest house (immatta aqqo), or externally added porch-like entrance area spaces called 

Zono. The living and eating areas was centrally placed and used as a distrusting space or 

used as corridor and furnished with animal skin weaving on the wood frame chair were 

called oyide and in the central surface, the living and dining there was a fireplace choche 

for heating of all rooms and bamboo treatments from insect pesticide and decaying. 
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7.2 Recommendations 

The community: The Gamo highland communities have been confined in the mountain 

areas used to preserve their cultural and traditional unique housing practice about long 

years ago. However, the vernacular house of Gamo highland is unbelievably vanishing 

because of the overharvesting of materials, lack of locally available materials, and 

development of urbanizations and so on... Therefore, there must be a way to plant the new 

materials species before totally vanishing of these houses by teaching the community of 

Gamo highland deres to benefit from the tourism industry. And also, local peoples must 

have developed documentation habits of tangible cultural practices used to build 

environments. 

 

The Government and Policy Makers: The disappearing of Gamo highland vernacular 

architecture needs the government attentions before vanishing from the areas. Therefore, 

the following remedies have to be taken immediately to stop the vanishing of the houses 

and make the site a tourist destination. 

• Create awareness among the highland deres about the value of the site has for the 

residents and the country so that they can preserve the houses. 

• Construct loge/guest houses that are similar to vernacular houses. 

• Promote Gamo highland keeththas by using local and international media to attract both 

local and international tourists to the areas. 

• Create awareness to stop the increasing construction of modern houses such as iron 

corrugated sheet house (korkoro bet) and HCB which strongly affects the houses. 

• Allocation of finance for the Gamo highland deres to preserve the vernacular house. 

 

 

To sustain the social and cultural life of the society, special attention has to be given for 

vernacular houses and for its construction materials. The Agriculture office and Culture 

and Tourism Office should provide methods to keep and sustain this grass, Bamboo and 

other raw construction materials because of their multidimensional advantage for the 

community. 
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Architects and Structural Engineers; 

To replace the shortage of disappeared materials of wooden elements architects and 

structural engineers should use alternative construction materials, needs research-based 

design. The settlement pattern, the individual plot size of a house and compound of the 

Gamo highland communities can provide strong lessons for the current house development 

by urban planners, architects, and policymakers. 

 

Further research Areas; 

• The Gamo highland house, which is constructed out of natural construction materials 

of split bamboo and then covered with bamboo leaves does not need maintenance for 

more than 30years. This waterproof roofing system needs further research. 

• The harvesting time for bamboo trees matter the strength, used resist insect attacks and 

traditionally believed as a massive load resistance wood and to shorten the 10 years 

‘harvesting time of the olive tree needs further study based on local traditional methods. 

• The smoke of the house with fire is popular in the Gamo highland settlement and 

introduced to other parts of the country, and used to increases the materials strength, 

insect attack and decoying of materials needs further research. 

• The incredible things in the compound site was woga ayo keeththa (Grandmother 

house) stayed for about one hundred fifty years by using resetting and relocations of 

the house, and changing the functional purposes. This long-staying needs further 

research.  
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APPENDIX I 

The structured questionnaires for Gamo highland vernacular houses   

Part 1 General questions  

1) Location_______________ Village name__________ House typology________________ Head of 

family______________________________ No of family_______________________________  

2) Survey Time………………day…………………year……………...month ………………… 

Questionnaire Part 2 Settlement pattern   

1) Where did the occupant live before?  

a) The same settlement…... years back,  

b) Other settlement if other 

specify________________________ 

If they lived in other settlement, write the reason 

of change? ________________ 

2) When did the occupant start to live in this 

house?  

a) …………. years back,  

b) Others please specify__________ 

3) How was this house got?  

a) Inherited it from father,  

b) Bought it from somebody 

c) Other specify_________________ 

Questionnaire Part 3 Site, compound and 

neighborhood selection/preparation  

4) What were the site selection criteria’s for?  

5) Why the house is located here, and oriented 

in this way? 

a) Family directive, why? 

b) Clan rules, why? 

c) Other Specify_______________ 

6) How many populations/generations lived in 

this compound?  

Questionnaire Part 4 Construction 

materials 

7) What about the availability of materials now 

and Which type of material did he/she use? 

a) Locally available 

b) Available with difficulties 

c) Very difficult to get 

d) Other specify________________ 

Locally available material lists, locations & 

distance in km 

1. _______, _______& _________ 

2. ________, _________& ______ 

8) Where did they got the construction 

materials? 

a) From the compound sites 

b) From a distant far 

c) Other specify________________ 

9) What was the nature of getting the 

materials? 

a) By Free   

b) Buying 

c) Other specify________________ 

If he got the materials by buying, write down the 

expenses for each construction materials 

15) When/how you harvest the materials  

a) Seasonal reason 

b) Any time  

c) Others, specify______________ 

16) Did he/she treat materials? Yes, No  

If yes, why did he/she treat the material? 

a) To fight insects attack 

b) Strength 

c) Other specify________________ 

Questionnaire Part 5 Construction 

techniques  

10) Who did build this house?  

a) The owner 

b) The Artisan 

c) In a group,  

d) Other specify________________ 

If the answer is ‘In a group’, and How many 

peoples participated?  

8) How did he build this keeththa? Process, 

phases and systems __________________ 

11) How much time got to finish the house 

construction?  

a) For material 

preparation_________________ 
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b) construction_________________ 

c) Finishing___________________ 

12) How much money paid to build the house? 

__________________________ 

a) For Labor 

b) For materials  

c) If others, specify   

 13) Are you comfortable with the Gamo 

keeththa?   

If yes, why? ________________ 

Questionnaire Part 6 Forms and functions  

11) Have he/ she changed anything on this 

house? Yes………..., No………... 

If yes, what type of changes did he/ she execute? 

a) Changed the spaces 

b) Walls/Roof, Windows, and doors 

c) Other specify_______________ 

What prompted such changes? 

a) Aging of materials  

b) Changing the style 

c) Other specify________________ 

17) Have you always understood the modern the 

house is better than vernacular?  

       Yes……… No………, If yes, why? 

a) To improve life standard 

b) Modern houses are good 

c) Other specify________________ 

If no, why? 

a) No money to do so 

b) No interest to do so 

c) Other specify____________________ 

18) What does he/she consider a modern house? 

a) A house out of HCB 

b) A burnt clay bricks house, stone 

c) If it is roofed by iron sheets 

d) Other specify_______________ 

19) What is good with his/her present house? 

a) Form 

b) Spaces 

c) Materials 

d) Other specify________________ 

20) what are the   functional spaces of the 

houses? _______________________ 

21) what are the spatial relationships between 

them? ___________________ 

 

The building elements descriptions  

Table 32 The elements of buildings descriptions. 

Element  Materials  Types  Costs Techniques  Changes Form/shape 

Footings  
      

Floor 
      

Walls 
      

Roof 
      

Windows 
      

Doors 
      

Partitions 
      

Wall finishes 
      

External 
      

Finishes 
      

 

Typologies of Gamo vernacular architecture 

Table 33 Typologies of Gomo vernacular Architecture comparison. 

Typologies  Perimeter  Portions  Square meter Changes Shapes/forms 

Waje/tussa      

      

Kara      

      

Yara      
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APPENDIX II 
The structured questionnaires and answers for Gamo highland 

vernacular houses 

1 Dorze vernacular house 

1) The settlement patterns  

Where did the occupant lived before? If they lived in other settlement, why they changed the 

settlement? How many years they lived in this settlement? How was this house got?  

• They are living in the same settlement about 150 years ago, about four generation have lived 

in the same settlement site and the compound site has inherited from the grandfather.  

How many populations/generations lived in this compound?  

• About four generation passed in the same settlements and 30 peoples lived.  

 

2) Site selection and preparation  

What were the site selection criteria’s for?  

• The site selection criteria for the new house is according to the occupants needs, psychology, 

behavior and considering socio-cultural practices, and the traditional wogas are flying crucial 

roles for the selection for the newly built sites.  

 

Why the house is located here, and oriented in this way? 

• The site selection for houses is based on the household trust, the owner needs and Gamo 

deres wogas, family directive, and the family head needs.  

 

 

3) Construction materials 

What about the availability of materials now and Which type of material did he/she use? 

• The construction materials are locally available, available with difficulties and very difficult 

to get. 

Locally available material lists, locations & distance in km 

Table 34 Dorze Natural construction materials. 

Materials  Local name Availability Distance  

Bamboo  woyisha Available  

Fiber  Susa/golla/wodoro Difficult  

Bamboo leaf Qadda  Available  

Straw  Gashe/banga Dalla  Difficult  
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Table 35 Commonly using Bamboo materials species in Gamo Highland areas. 

Species name  Common name  Height  Diameter  

Phyllostachys aurea  Golden Bamboo  10-12 m 5-7 cm 

Bambusa multiplex Silver stripe Silver stripe Bamboo 13.7 m  3.81 cm 

Bambusa multiplex ‘Alphonse Karr’ pink color,   7.6 - 10.7m 1.27 - 2.54 cm 

 

Table 36 Building Element materials, external and internal covering. 

 Materials  External covering 

layer  

Internal cover  First Layer layer  

Wall  Bamboo  Qadda  Bamboo thin layer  Straw  

Roof  Bamboo leave leave   

Floor  Clay  meshsha   

 

Where did they got the construction materials? 

• They have got from the compound sites, from a distant far and buying or import from other 

deres.  

What was the nature of getting the materials? 

• the nature of getting construction materials are; by free, buying and harvesting from 

compound site.  

If he got the materials by buying, write down the expenses for each construction materials 

 

Table 37 Dorze keeththa construction materials. 

 Materials  Local name 

1 Bamboo  woyisha 

2 Fiber  Susa/golla/wodoro 

3 Bamboo leaf Qadda  

4 Trees  Zaffe  

 
When/how you harvest the materials  

• The harvesting of construction materials is based on the seasonal reason and any time 

depending on the materials species, type and behavior.  

 

Did he/she treat materials? Yes, No If yes, why did he/she treat the material? 

• The treatment purposes of materials are; to fight insects attack, strength, decaying and aging 

old. 

 

The main treatment system is smoking of the house with fire.  

What are the traits of the house?  

• Fire is the big problems of the house, due to high care needed  
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4) Construction techniques  

Who did build this house?  

• The Dorze house is constructed by; the owner, the artisan/builder and in a group with 

community’s elders and youths.  

 

If the answer is ‘In a group’, and How many peoples participated?  

• It’s difficult to identify the exact number of peoples who are parted in the construction of 

Dorze house, but around 25-40 peoples are participated. 

 

How did he build this keeththa? Process, phases and systems  

• The construction has four phases from site selection to finishing of the houses. It’s has 

names for each phase in the constructions such as site preparation (bassa), adde’e, qisse and 

qoshshe.  

 

How much time got to finish the house construction?  

• For all phases from beginning to finish of construction, it needs about four months. For 

material preparation about 15 days, for site preparation (bassa) about 4 days, construction 

3months and finishing 15 days. 

 

How much money paid to build the house?  

• The total amaunt paid for the construction of house was about 10,000 Ethiopian birrs. For 

Labor about 7,000 birrs, for materials buying, preparation, harvesting and transportation 

about 200 birrs and for food and drinking about 3800 birrs.  

 

Are you comfortable with the Gamo keeththa?  If yes, why?  

• The house is comfortable for living, sound insulation, thermally comfortable and all-

inclusive of peoples, animals and harvested grains.  

 

5. Forms concepts and ideas 

What is the motive?  

• The motivation to construct this kind of house are summer harsh climatic condition, the 

needs of comfort, safety, privacy and   

What are the main concepts of the house?  

• The concept of house directly copied from elephant, Biomimicry architecture.   

6. Architectural functions and spatial organizations  

Have he/ she changed anything on this house? If yes, what type of changes did he/she execute? 

What prompted such changes? 

• Roof covering changed because aging of materials, internal wall partition change because 

aging of materials and changing the style. 
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Have you always understood the modern the house is better than vernacular? If no, why? 

• They have no inters to do so, they are thing the modern house are defeating the traditional, 

cultural and social welfare of the society.  

What does he/she consider a modern house? 

• A house out of HCB, A burnt clay bricks house, stone and If it is roofed by iron sheets 

What is good with his/her present house? 

• All-inclusiveness of the house, due to they are living with household animals, the breathing 

or inhalation from animals increase the temperature amount in the house, because the are 

living in the highland areas’ cold climate. 

what are the   functional spaces of the houses?  

• guest house (immatta aqqo), livestock (Mihhe aqqo), living and dining (wuyige), sleeping 

(qoli’aa), kithen (urra). 

 

what are the spatial relationships between them? 

• All spaces are arranged based on the functional relationships and sequence with considering 

the privacy and safety for the occupants and animals living with them.  

 

7) Architectural and building elements descriptions  

Table 38 Architectural and building elements descriptions. 

Element  Materials  Cost   Techniques  Changes Form/sha

pe 

Footings  
      

Floor 
      

Walls 
      

Roof 
      

Windows 
      

Doors 
      

Partitions 
      

Wall finishes 
      

External 
      

Finishes 
      

 

Part 8 Typologies of Gamo vernacular architecture 

 
Table 39 Typologies of Gomo vernacular Architecture comparison. 

Typologies  Perimeter  Square meter Changes Shapes/forms 

Waje/tussa     

     

Kara     

     

Yara     
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2 Gerese vernacular house 

Kara and Gothoma keeththa 

1. The settlement patterns  

Where did the occupant lived before? If they lived in other settlement, why they changed the 

settlement? How many years they lived in this settlement? How was this house got?  

• They are living in the other settlement out the village, only one generation now living in the 

same settlement site and the compound site has inherited from the grandfather.  

How many populations/generations lived in this compound?  

• Only one generation living in the settlements and six peoples living.  

2. Site selection and preparation  

What were the site selection criteria’s for?  

• The site selection criteria for the new house is according to the occupants needs, psychology, 

behavior and considering socio-cultural practices, and the traditional wogas are flying 

crucial roles for the selection for the newly built sites.  

Why the house is located here, and oriented in this way? 

• The site selection for houses is based on the household trust, the owner needs and Gamo 

deres wogas, family directive, and the family head needs.  

 

3. Construction materials 

What about the availability of materials now and Which type of material did he/she use? 

• The construction materials are locally available, available with difficulties and very difficult 

to get. 

Where did they got the construction materials? 

• They have got from the compound sites, from a distant far and buying or import from other 

deres.  

What was the nature of getting the materials? 

• the nature of getting construction materials are; by free, buying and harvesting from 

compound site.  

If he got the materials by buying, write down the expenses for each construction materials 

Table 40 locally available construction materials. 

 Local name Availability  

1 woyisha Difficult to get 

2 Mollu/Yellaga woyisha Available  

3 Galunde Available  

4 Ochcha  Difficult to get 

5 Gatta  Difficult to get 

6 Wanizza  Not available  
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When/how you harvest the materials  

• The harvesting of construction materials is based on the seasonal reason and any time 

depending on the materials species, type and behavior.  

 

Table 41 The harvesting time of Gerese house construction materials. 

 Local name Harvesting time 

1 woyisha Sep-oct  

2 Mollu/Yellaga woyisha Sep-oct 

3 Galunde Any time 

4 Ochcha  Any time 

5 Xidde  Any time 

6 Gatta  January 

7 Wanizza  Feb  

8 Woyira  Any time 

 

Table 42 Summery of Natural construction materials, availability, distance, harvesting 

time and treatment types. 

Materials  Availability Distance Harvesting time Treatment types 

Galunda Available  5km Jan-Feb Insect attack 

Ochcha Difficult to get 20-30 km Any time Decay  

Woyisha Difficult to get 30-35 km Jan-Mar Insect attack 

Mollu Available 2-5km Jan-Mar Insect attack 

Gatta Difficult to get 20-30km Oct-Jan Decay  

Wanizza Not available 20-30km Any time Decay  

Woyira Difficult to get 20-30km Any time Decay  

 

 
Did he/she treat materials? Yes, No If yes, why did he/she treat the material? 

• The treatment purposes of materials are; to fight insects attack, strength, decaying and aging 

old. 

The main treatment system is smoking of the house with fire.  

 

What are the traits of the house?  

• Fire is the big problems of the house, due to high care needed  

 

1. Construction techniques  

a) Kara keeththa 

Who did build this house?  

• The Gerese house is constructed by; the owner, the artisan/builder and in a group with 

community’s elders and youths.  

 

If the answer is ‘In a group’, and How many peoples participated?  
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• It’s difficult to identify the exact number of peoples who are parted in the construction of 

Dorze house, but around 100 peoples are participated. 

 

How did he build this keeththa? Process, phases and systems  

• The construction has four phases from site selection to finishing of the houses. It’s has 

names for each phase in the constructions such as site preparation site preparation (bassa), 

construction phase (keexxo), roof covering (kamma) and finishing (pollo).  

 

How much time got to finish the house construction?  

• For all phases from beginning to finish of construction, it needs about twelve months. For 

material preparation about 4 weeks (oyiddu samintta), for site preparation (bassa) about 4-

weeks (oyiddu samintta), construction 6 months (usuppun agina) and finishing 2 months 

(nam’uu agina). 

How much money paid to build the house?  

• The total amount of money paid for the construction of house was about 20,000 Ethiopian 

birrs. For Labor about 7,000 birrs, for materials buying, preparation, harvesting and 

transportation about 3,000 birr and for food and drinking about 10,000 birrs.  

Are you comfortable with the Gamo keeththa?  If yes, why?  

• The house is comfortable for living, sound insulation, thermally comfortable and all-

inclusive of peoples, animals and harvested grains.  

 

b) Gothoma keeththa 

 

Who did build this house?  

• The Gothoma house is constructed by; the owner, the artisan/builder and in a group with 

community’s elders and youths.  

If the answer is ‘In a group’, and How many peoples participated?  

• It’s difficult to identify the exact number of peoples who are parted in the construction of 

Dorze house, but around 100 peoples are participated. 

How did he build this keeththa? Process, phases and systems  

• The construction has four phases from site selection to finishing of the houses. It’s has 

names for each phase in the constructions such as site preparation site preparation (bassa), 

construction phase (keexxo), roof covering (kamma) and finishing (pollo).  

How much time got to finish the house construction?  

• For all phases from beginning to finish of construction, it needs about twelve months. For 

material preparation about 4 weeks (oyiddu samintta), for site preparation (bassa) about 4-

weeks (oyiddu samintta), construction 6 months (usuppun agina) and finishing 2 months 

(nam’uu agina). 

How much money paid to build the house?  

• The total amount of money paid for the construction of house was about 20,000 Ethiopian 

birrs. For Labor about 7,000 birrs, for materials buying, preparation, harvesting and 

transportation about 3,000 birr and for food and drinking about 10,000 birrs. 
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5. Forms concepts and ideas 

What is the shape/form of the house? 

• Yara keeththe circular shape, conical form, Goothoma keeththa square with two semi-

circular shape, pyramidal tripodal form  

What are the main concepts of the house?  

What is the motive?  

• The motivation to construct this kind of house are summer harsh climatic condition, the 

needs of comfort, safety, privacy and   

What are the main concepts of the house?  

• The concept of house directly copied from sitting mother, Biomimicry architecture.   

• The concept of house directly copied from sitting lion, Biomimicry architecture.   

 

6. Architectural functions and spatial organizations  

Have he/ she changed anything on this house? If yes, what type of changes did he/she execute? 

What prompted such changes? 

• Roof covering changed in 20 years interval, because aging of materials, internal wall 

partition change because aging of materials and changing the style. 

Have you always understood the modern the house is better than vernacular? If yes, why? 

• They have interred to do so, they are thing the modern house are pleasant, beautiful and 

interesting, due to the high costs of traditional house.   

What does he/she consider a modern house? 

• A house out of HCB, A burnt clay bricks house, stone and If it is roofed by iron sheets 

What is good with his/her present house? 

• All-inclusiveness of the house, due to they are living with household animals, the 

breathing or inhalation from animals increase the temperature amount in the house, 

because they are living in the highland areas’ cold climate. 

what are the   functional spaces of the houses?  

• livestock (Mihhe aqqo), living and dining (wulaso), sleeping (qoli’aa), kithen (tamma 

soo) 

 

what are the spatial relationships between them? 

• All spaces are arranged based on the functional relationships and sequence with 

considering the privacy and safety for the occupants and animals living with them.  

 

Are you comfortable with the Gamo keeththa?  If yes, why?  

• The house is comfortable for living, sound insulation, thermally comfortable and all-

inclusive of peoples, animals and harvested grains.  
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4.3 Boreda vernacular house/keeththa  

1. The settlement patterns  

Where did the occupant lived before? If they lived in other settlement, why they changed the 

settlement? How many years they lived in this settlement? How was this house got?  

• They are living in the same settlement about 150 years ago, about four generation have 

lived in the same settlement site and the compound site has inherited from the 

grandfather.  

How many populations/generations lived in this compound?  

• About four generation passed in the same settlements and 30 peoples lived.  

2. Site selection and preparation  

What were the site selection criteria’s for?  

• The site selection criteria for the new house is according to the occupants needs, 

psychology, behavior and considering socio-cultural practices, and the traditional wogas 

are flying crucial roles for the selection for the newly built sites.  

Why the house is located here, and oriented in this way? 

• The site selection for houses is based on the household trust, the owner needs and Gamo 

deres wogas, family directive, and the family head needs.  

 

3. Construction materials 

What about the availability of materials now and Which type of material did he/she use? 

• The construction materials are locally available, available with difficulties and very 

difficult to get. 

Table 43 Locally available material lists, availability, harvesting time and treatment. 

 Materials  Availability  Harvest time  Treatment  

1 Zaffe  Available Feb -march  Decay  

2 Sussa  Difficult to get Any time  Decay 

3 Ochcha  Difficult to get Any time  Insect attack 

4 Gatta  Difficult to get Nev – march  Fire  

5 Wannizza  Available  Anytime  Insect attack 

 

Where did they got the construction materials? 

• They have got from the compound sites, from a distant far and buying or import from 

other deres.  

What was the nature of getting the materials? 

• the nature of getting construction materials are; by free, buying and harvesting from 

compound site.  

If he got the materials by buying, write down the expenses for each construction materials 

 

When/how you harvest the materials  
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• The harvesting of construction materials is based on the seasonal reason and any time 

depending on the materials species, type and behavior.  

 

Did he/she treat materials? Yes, No If yes, why did he/she treat the material? 

• The treatment purposes of materials are; to fight insects attack, strength, decaying and 

aging old. 

• The main treatment system is smoking of the house with fire.  

What are the traits of the house?  

• Fire is the big problems of the house, due to high care needed  

 

4. Construction techniques  

Who did build this house?  

• The Dorze house is constructed by; the owner, the artisan/builder and in a group with 

community’s elders and youths.  

 

If the answer is ‘In a group’, and How many peoples participated?  

• It’s difficult to identify the exact number of peoples who are parted in the construction of 

Dorze house, but around 25-40 peoples are participated. 

How did he build this keeththa? Process, phases and systems  

• The construction has four phases from site selection to finishing of the houses. It’s has 

names for each phase in the constructions such as site preparation (bassa), adde’e, qisse 

and qoshshe.  

How much time got to finish the house construction?  

• For all phases from beginning to finish of construction, it needs about four months. For 

material preparation about 15 days, for site preparation (bassa) about 4 days, construction 

3months and finishing 15 days. 

How much money paid to build the house?  

• The total amaunt paid for the construction of house was about 10,000 Ethiopian birrs. For 

Labor about 7,000 birrs, for materials buying, preparation, harvesting and transportation 

about 200 birrs and for food and drinking about 3800 birrs.  

Are you comfortable with the Gamo keeththa?  If yes, why?  

• The house is comfortable for living, sound insulation, thermally comfortable and all-

inclusive of peoples, animals and harvested grains.  

5. Forms concepts and ideas 

What is the motive?  

• The motivation to construct this kind of house are summer harsh climatic condition, the 

needs of comfort, safety, privacy and   

What are the main concepts of the house?  

• The concept of house directly copied from elephant, Biomimicry architecture. 

  6. Architectural functions and spatial organizations  
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Have he/ she changed anything on this house? If yes, what type of changes did he/she execute? 

What prompted such changes? 

• Roof covering changed because aging of materials, internal wall partition change because 

aging of materials and changing the style. 

Have you always understood the modern the house is better than vernacular? If no, why? 

• They have no inters to do so, they are thing the modern house are defeating the 

traditional, cultural and social welfare of the society.  

What does he/she consider a modern house? 

• A house out of HCB, A burnt clay bricks house, stone and If it is roofed by iron sheets 

What is good with his/her present house? 

• All-inclusiveness of the house, due to they are living with household animals, the 

breathing or inhalation from animals increase the temperature amount in the house, 

because the are living in the highland areas’ cold climate. 

what are the   functional spaces of the houses?  

• guest house (immatta aqqo), livestock (Mihhe aqqo), living and dining (wuyige), sleeping 

(qoli’aa), kithen (urra) 

what are the spatial relationships between them? 

• All spaces are arranged based on the functional relationships and sequence with 

considering the privacy and safety for the occupants and animals living with them.  

7. Architectural and building elements descriptions  

Table 44 Building element compression of materials, techniques, cost, and forms. 

Element  Materials  Cost   Techniques  Changes Form/

shape 

Footings  
      

Floor 
      

Walls 
      

Roof 
      

Windows 
      

Doors 
      

Partitions 
      

Wall finishes 
      

External 
      

Finishes 
      

 

Part 8 Typologies of Gamo vernacular architecture 

Table 45 Typologies of Gomo vernacular Architecture comparisons. 

Typologies  Perimeter   Square meter Changes Shapes/forms 

Waje/tussa      

      

Kara      

      

Yara      
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APPENDIX III 
Different Formal Letters from AASTU(Addis Ababa Science and Technology University) 

to Gamo cultural and truism, Arbaminch University and three study areas, and raw data.  
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